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This has been a rather momentous year for the
Department with some major impendsng changes.

Leverhulme Support

F on- 2001 2 the Leverhulme Trust w II be binding
two additiona’ posts, a Professor and a Lecturer.
The Department was one of four (the others were
Briser 1. Durham, and Edinburgh) invited to make

proposals for two extra posts arid Durham and
Exeter were successful. Our proposals centred
especially on plans to make the Department a

leading centre for research and teaching on Helen
istic Culture, understood as including the Greek
culture of the Eastern Mediterranean under the
early Roman Empire. Another innovation is a new
fast-track Greek module and enhanced teaching of
Beginners Latin, expressing the strength of our
commitment to language-teaching at a time when
this is under increasing threat in schools and some
unnersataes.

Staff Changes

\nother major change is that Peter Wiseman is
talang early retirement from next session, though
we are delighted that he will continue for the
foreseeable future to direct the MA in Roman Myth
and History and supervise postgraduate research
students. Since he was appointed as Professor of
Classics in 1977, he has transformed the Depart
ment; its current vitality owes enormously to his
leadership in this period. He oversaw the introduc
tion of Ancient History and Greek and Roman
Studies alongside Classics in undergraduate teach
ing and the doubling in size of the Department
though relocation of staff at the end of the 1980s,
He has published a series of important and
innovative books on Roman history and literature,
with a major study of Roman myth in progress. He
has held positions of leadership in virtually every
Classical organisation in the UK (he is the current
Classical Association President) as well as being
Vice-President of the Bntish Academy. He has set
the highest standards of scholarship as well as being
a humane, generous and thoughtful colleague. Karl
Woodgett has taken over Peters undergraduate
teaching for the last t o years, while Peter has
been on research study-leave. From 2001-2 we will
be appointing two new permanent new lecturers,

Anne Wiseman is also retiring after teaching
Latin (Beginners and intermediate) for a number of
years. She has been an absolutely first-rate teacher
of Latin and immensely helpful to several genera
tions of students. We will hope to draw on her
expertise in the future development of language-
teaching at Exeter. Also, the School of Classics,
Anoent History and Theology has appointed an
Administrator, Ms. Chris Austin, who joins us after

e rensi e ?d -nn s rdt e experiere t tte Ut v
tir of lyrn uth and T xc ci

Publicat’ons, isitors

John ‘ ilkins has puhilshed The Boast/cl Chc[ The
Discourse ifFood in 4ncient GreeA Comedy (with
Oxford University Press) and two co edited vol
umes, Athenaeus and his Woz1d with David
Braund (University of Exeter Press) and The Rivals
of Anctophanes, with David Harvey (Classical
Press of Wales/Duckworth). Norman Postlethwaite
has published Homeni Thid A Commentary on the
Translation ofRichmond Lattimore (LJniversity of
Exeter Press). Ei eann Marshall has published a
co-edited volume, Death and D/ease th the
Ancient City, with a! Hope (Routledge) and also
completed her PhD thesis on Cyrene, Chnstos
Zafiropoulos has a book on Aesops Fables forth
coming with Bull, based on his Exeter PhD thesis.

There have been two post-doctoral research
fellows in the Department this year. Sergei
Saprykin, from Moscow, has been continuing his
work on the Pontic region as part of the Black Sea
Historv Project, directed by David Braund.
Thorsten FOgen, from Heidelberg, has been editing
the unpublished papers of the late former Professor
of Classics, Fred Clayton (died 1999). Three hooks
are in preparation: a translation of Terence, a
reissue of Claytons 1942 novel, The C’loven Pine,
and a collection of academic essays. Thorstens own
PhD thesis has just been published by Sauer of
Leipzig: PatriY sennonis egestas: Einstellungen
lateinLccherAutoren zu threr Murezprache

Visitors to the Research Seminar or the Classical
Association in the last year have included Valerie
Huet (Paris), Consuelo Ruiz-Montero (Murcia,
Spain) and Yulia Yustinova (Israel), as well as
Kate Gilliver and Nick Fisher from Cardiff, Penny
Murray (Warwick) and Niall Rudd (Bristol).

Teaching, Students

This Department, like others in Classics and
Ancient History in England, experienced a Subject
Review by the Quality Assurance Agency. This
involved a large-scale assessment of all aspects of
teaching and organisation. We gained a grade of
22/24, which falls in the excellent rating, after a
gruelling inspection by what seemed to us a very
tough review panel. In general, undergraduate
teaching seems to be thriving, with excellent results
at all levels (including 6 Firsts among finalists) and
an intake of around 65 (full-time equivalent) new
undergraduates. The student Classical society is
very active, led by Duncan Howitt-Marshall, and
students play a large and positive role in the
Department, through the student-staff liaison com
mittee and in many other ways. Several new
postgraduate research students have joined us,
including James Richardson who comes from New

Zealand with a Bright New Future scholarship.
Now in their third-year, Arlene Allan and Eleanor
have been vigorous givers of papers at conferences;
Eleanor has continued as Meetings Secretary of the
Classical Association.



David Braund D,C.Braundraex.ac uk
The big job of this last year has been Athenaeus
and Ths World wf ch J’ohr Wilkins and edited
and fo which we cad wrote t vo chapters It’s a
moirte t 625 ages and sh ud set ork or
Arhenac s on a ne footing ow I’m back with
sevthians I Ii be holding a conference m the
Crimea in September on Greek-Scytluan relations,
following up a similar event in Exeter last January.
The book Greeks, Scyrhians and Amazons is
completed in my head, but not yet on paper. Too
much to do and not enough time in which to do it

Emma Gee E.R G.Geedjex.ac.uk
My monograph on astronomy in Ovid’s Fasti,
entitled Ovid, Araizis and Au.gustus appeared in
April 2000. 1 have recently completed two articles,
entitled ‘Cicero’s Astronomy (GQ. forthcoming),
and ‘vaga signa’ (‘Wandering star-signs’ for an
Oxford University Press volume of collected essays
on Ovid’s Fasti, edited by Geraldine Herbert Brown.
I have begun a long term undertaking, a commen
tary on Cicero’s Aratea, his translation, written in c.
89 BC, of Aratus’ Phaenomena (the CQ article is a
preliminary exploration of the Aratea). I am work
ing with the Classics editor of Routledge on the
plan for a book on ancient astronomy, and co
editing the proceedings of the conference held in
honour of TY. Wiseman in Exeter in March 2000,
with Chris Gill and Dave Braund.

Chris Gill C,J,Gill(ex.ac.uk
I have been continuing my work on Helleriistic and
Roman thought, focusing on concepts of self and on
social ethics, and am in the later stages of a book on
this subject. I have also written several papers on
Plato, particularly on his use of dialectic and the
dialogue torm, and on interpretative issues, I am the
inaugural editor of an internet journal, ‘Plato’, for
the International Plato Society, designed to promote
world-wide debate on Plato (http://www,ex,ac,uk/
plato/).

David Harvey F .D.Harvey(a cx .ac. uk
The Rivals of Arisrophanes, edited by John

Wilkins and myself, was published in Nov. 2000; we
anxiously await the review in Pegasus. Annotation
of David Hume’s essay ‘Of the Populousness of
Ancient Nations’ (1754) therefore becomes my first
priority. We now envisage three volumes of
Geoffrey de Ste. Croix’s essays (see Pegasus 2000),
to be edited by Robert Parker and myself, with the
help of Paul Cartledge and others; the OUP has

led bon o d
oss “a inste dzting r peo I”

Rebecca Langlands R.Langlands(a cx
acukHaving completed my PhD, Gender and
Exernplanry in Valerius Maurnus, I am now
engaged in preparing material from ft for publica
tion I am currently working on an article entitled
The Pageant of the Past r Va aim Ma imus’ as
“a ell a a monograph ab Ut pudic t a or sexua
virw n Rom r thought and society generally
which will be a much expanded version of Parr II of
my thesis. In addition, am deivering a paper at a
Colloquium on Poman Marriage ifl May 2001,
entitled ‘Conjugal love in Valenus Maximus’.

John Marr J,L.Marr@exac.uk
I am still working on my edition of the ‘Old

Oligarch’, for which I now have a contract from
Aris and Phillips, and hope to complete by the end
of this year.

Lynette Mitchell L.G.Mitchell(dex.ac.uk
My research continues to focus on the issue of

panhellenism and Greeks and barbarians, and I
continue to work on the monograph based on this
matenal which I plan to complete this year. As part
of this monograph, I am currently concentrating on
Greek notions of geography and space.

Norman Postlethwaite N .Postiethwaite cx .ac. uk
The earlier part of this year was spent finalising my
Commentary on Homer iliad this is a literary
commentary designed for readers of Richmond
Lattimore’s translation of the poem; it was pub
lished by University of Exeter Press in December.
Since then I have been continuing work on gesture
or, more accurately, non-verbal commumcation, in
Homer’s epics.

Richard Seaford RA.S.Seaford(hex.ac.uk
I am nearing completion of my project on money

and culture. I have also this year published
vigorous replies to critics, in Mnemosyne Classical
Quarterly, and Anon.

John Wilkins J M.Willdns@ex,ac.uk
This year three books have appeared, The Rivals of
Anistophanes, co-edited with David Harvey from
Duckworth, Athenaeus and hic World. co-edited
with David Braund from Exeter Press and The
Boast/i,! Chef The Discourse of Food in Ancient
Greek Comedy from OUP. My edition of Galen is
coming on apace.

Peter Wiseman T.P,Wiseman@ex,ac.uk
See Res Gestae Supplement and the conference
review on page 31.
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The e1T zi audience.
Prudoxe ol denHty in
mperiI Rome

lrndi l’tch

LconKnit!emorialL
ecture

Sigmund Freud once remarked that it is impossible
for us to conceive of our own deaths. any time we
try to do so, se are left in the position of a
spectator and as suc i, a survivor of the ver,
death we are trying to imagme. This difflcult
inherent in being both ci ar d audience, of c urse
has not kept many a figure in both fact and fiction
from such morbid imaginings nor has it squelched
first-person accounts of out-of-body experiences.
Readers of Petronius’ Satyr-icon may be reminded of
a scene more germane to my topic today, in which
the obscenely rich (and distastefully maudlin) freed
man Trimaichic throws a dinner party and stages
his own death at its conclusion. Tnmalchio, who is
unacquainted with Freud, has little concern for the
self—defeating quality inherent in being an audience
to one’s own death: he just wants to overhear his
dinner guests making flattering comments about
their dead host. Now, I am sure several of us later
figures who have delivered the Jackson Knight
Memorial Lecture have aiso been tempted to end
the evening by pleading, like Trimalchio, “Pretend
I m dead, and say something nice about me.”2 But
what I would like to talk about today is not so
much the story of a Roman freedman providing an
audience to his own death, as the curious ways in
which a self-conscious stance of being a viewer to
one’s own life became, for some of Petronius’
contemporaries, part of a complex struggle to define
and control the meaning of that life and the
boundaries of seifbood in the first century AD.

A few caveats to begin with. The nature of
personal identity is a vexed topic under any
circumstances, and to talk about personal identity
two thousand years ago among the senatorial class
of ancient Rome is certainly no less ndden With

problems. Indeed, a scholarly battle has long been
fought over the question of how to conceive of the
self in antiquity. If there is any consensus, it seems
to be that aspects of identity we take for granted in
the modern world and in the West were compara
tively alien to the ancient Romans and Greeks.
Perhaps the most drastic expression of this dif

Many thanks to the Department of Classics at the
University of Exeter (and to Professor Christopher Gill
and John Wilkins in particular) for their kindness and
hospitality during my stay in Exeter. I also much
enjoyed, and benefited from, the lively informal discus
sions that followed this icctme.
‘“Reflections upon War and Death.” trans E Colbum
Mayne, m Sigmund Freud: Character and Culture, ed,
Philip Rieff (New York. 1963), p.122.

“Fingite me” inquit “mortuum esse. Dicite aliquid
belli” (Sat. 78).

ference would be the now nascredited thesis that the
early Greek self was not conscious of itself as a
unified psychological agent, but reacted to impulses
‘s meg from ognitive compone ts as d sUn t fn n
each other as the physical organs are Accordangi
opin or on ‘auw on houl beh ye migf t ssue
from one cognttive center or another, or even from
wnat seemed an alien voice altogether, as when
Achilles thinks he hears Athena’s command to
control his rage in the first book of the iJiad

Scholarship endows the later Greeks and Ro
mans with no such schizophrenia, hut here, too, the
ancient self is seen as distinct from the modern, Part
of the argument has centered on the Stoic theory of
the four personae, or roles, associated with Pan
aetius and taken up by philosophers of the late
Republic and early Empire. I cannot treat this
complicated formulation in detail, but it suggests
that identity is made up of a combination of roles
determined an turn by human nature, our own
talents and aptitudes, our social status, and our
chosen role in life, In its partial focus on personal
abilities, this concept might seem to approximate a
modern understanding of individuality; indeed, as
Christopher Gill has argued, our notion of “being
yourself” or “being true to yourself” is reminiscent
of not one hut two of the strands n this tradition:
“I) that you should match your life to your specific
nature and 2) that you should understand and
express your ‘real’ or ‘essential’ self, that is, your
capacity for rational agency.”5 But Gill and other
scholars have ultimately concluded that even this
theory of four personae; with its apparently radical
focus on living according to who we are both
individually and socially, has no relation to the
private self of Romantic and post-Romantic theory:
the appeal to “be yourself’ always aimed at a self
that was measured in relation to a shared cluster of
Stoic ideals. The relos of self-development was the
Stoic sapiens - hardly an escape into a unique

3 SneIl. Bruno. The Discovery of the Mind: The Greek
Onins of European Thoughe Cambridge. Mass: Hat
vaid UP, 1953; p. 15. See also the evolutionary argument
of Julian Jaynes in The Origin of Consciousness in the
Breakdown of the Bicameral Mind. Boston. Houghton
Muffin. 1976. Both views have been definitinely
criticized by A.A. Long, Christopher Gill. Bernard
Williams, and others.
Jliid 1 190-218 1 suppose a vaguely related view of

this self could be said to thrive in our law courts, where
personal agency can be abdicated in favor of the internal
workings of too many Twmkies,
‘Gill, Christopher. (1994) “Peace of Mind and Being

Yourself Panaetius to Plutarch.” Au&ieg und Nieder
gaup2.36.7: 4599-640; here atp. 4631.

4
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C ucault v II lien s co itt it i ir The C src ofthe Sd!, that a new process of suect formationtooli piacc in tnt ciassicat woria in tue first cernunesafter Christ in part stimulated by the popularity ofStoic thought. In Foucault’s words, there was an“intensfication of the relation to oneself by whichone constituted oneself as the subject of one’s acts,”which translates into a simple preoccupation withthe idea simple in our age of therapy, at any ratethat if one works on oneself hard enough one cartrain oneself to be better; that the “I” can mociif’the “me” But despite the broad outlines, Foucaultrr ake a point wind I think Gill and others wouldagree to: namely, while the ancients ma neser hvtstressed individuality to the degree that we do in themodem West, something new happened to the ideaand practice of selfhood in the first centuries afterChrist nonetheless. If the goal was bound to atemplate, nonetheless the process of becomingoneself could no longer be taken for granted: itcalled for intervention by the self for the self It is aspecific manifestation of this selfiformation, and thealternatives to which it is a reaction, which I wouldlike to take a look at today, with a focus not somuch on Stoic philosophical treatises, but rather onthe letters of Seneca and a related cluster of literaryand cultural preoccupations that emerge from thefirst century Al),
I want to start by making a simple observationabout ancient Roman society Given that allformulations of identity that emerge from a particular culture, including our own, have a symbioticrelationship with the society in which they arcformulated, it becomes crucial for us to recall that
Gill, “Peace of Mind,” p 4602. See also, e.g.. therelated article by Christopher Gill (1988) “Personhoodand Personality: The Four-Personae Theory in Cicero Dcofflciis I .“ Oxford Studies in Ancient Philosophy 6:169-99: De Lacy, Phithp H. (1977) “The Four StoicPersonae.” JCS 2: 163-72; and Engberg-Pederson, Troels,(1990) “Stoic Philosophy and the Concept of the Person,”in Christopher Gill, ed The Percon and the HumanMind, 109-35. Niall Rudd, in chapter 6 of (1976) Linesof Enquiry. Studies in Latin Poetry (Cambridge),formulates the question as one of sincerity, and arguesagainst the idea that Roman individuality is completelyshaped by family, class, and state.
Foucauli, Micbel. (1986) The Care of the Self TheHistory ofSexuality, vol. 3. Trans. Robert Hurley. NewYorlc p. 41.
Nicely demonstrated by the statement of the proficiensat Sen. Vit beat. 24,4: “Cum ma.xune (ado me et fomioet ad exemplar irgens attollo.” On this topic, see alsoLong, A, A. (1991) “Representation and the Self inStoicism,” in Stephen Everson, ed Psychology: Companions to Ancient Thought l] 102-20 Cambridge.

9 Gergen, Kenneth J (1977) “The Social Constructionof SelfKnowledge.” In Theodore Misdiel, ed The SelfPsychological and Philosophical issues, 139-69 Totowa,New Jersey.

Romar chits r e ea vu u t OUi aioid’u’t was vsua that s o say is rereiv -rudy put’i Rot a i %( -i wa. one itt d t wa d passingudgcmerit on others on rue basis of observedcommuntty-onenred attons and vsih1e status markers “a To be a member of t e Roman elite was toarrange one’s public hfe with an eye to theevaluative opinion of the community: hence thenumber of spectacular displays that shaped definingmoments of civic life - the morning retinue thatfollowed a senator down to the forum, the processional triumph that followed certain nulitary victories public tr als before a jury of the fellow ebti.even the importance of such minutiae as how onewore the toga in public Evcn the imagines, theancestral masks that the Roman nobility kept in theatnun-i of their houses, were oceived of by theRomans as serving as (to us, ghoulish) spectators ofthe actions of their aescendanes; as Hamet Flowerhas concluded, “For the aristocratic Roman theimagines played the role of an audience whichreflected the norms of his ‘honour group.”12 So it asthat Cicero, trying to move the jurors to acquit anewly minted Roman consul, did not ask how theman could go home to face the wife and kids ifconvicted, but what he would say to the grievingimago of his dis
tinguished father
that awaited him
as he entered.’
The imagines, as
is well known,

1 Roller. Matthew. (1999) Thinking the Principate:An’stocraiic Ethid and Impervil Power in Julhi-C!audianRome, ms p. 85.
See F eldheu, Andrew. (1998) Speciade and Societyin Livy’s History Berkeley and Los Angeles’ 12-17;Dupont. Florence (1985) LActeur-roi. Paris: 1942:Roller, cited above.

12 Flower, Harriet (1996) Ancestor Masks and Aris
tocratic Power in Roman Cultwir. Oxford’ p. 14.

13 Cic. Mitt 83: “Si, quod luppiter omen avertat huncvestris sententiis adfiixentis, quo se miser vertet? domumne’? Ut earn imaginern clarissimi vlsi, parentis sni,
quam paucis ante diebus laureatam in sua gratulatione
conspexit. eandem defonnatarn ignominra lugentemque
videat?”

14 The famous description of a Roman funeral occurs at
Polybius 6.53-54

were also worn
at the funerals of
important mem
bers of the
household, as if
to cast an assess
ing gaze on the
successor and in
turn provide an
instantaneous
visual genealogy
of a noble old
hne.14 And even



he Stoic philooher Seneca. to w’iom I w Ii e’um
a few momeit , thought enough of himstlf at the

‘sme of his suicide to suggest suc i a role for himse I
I acitus attributes to him the dying boast that he is
bequeathing to his followers his most precious
possession, an imago of his own life; if they keep it
present in their mind, they will attain the good

character for which they strive.15 The several mean

tugs of the word imago at play here imply that

Seneca is leaving behind an image that can both

keep an eye on posterity and as the model of an

exemplary life, offer a represertational model for it

as well. Imago and human viewers provide a

mutual audience.
Normally, of course the audience of peers at

Rome would be the community itself rather than the
gamily imagines. The force of their assessing gaze

has led several recent scholars, following Bernard

Williams and others, to associate this stress on the

visual with the idea of a “shame culture.” On this

argument, shame is not only closely linked to a

visceral feeling of who I am and how I relate to
others, but its constraining influence is further felt to

depend on the gaze of another; and we all know the

feeling of wishing to disappear from sight at

moments of such shaming.’ This gaze, however,

does not have to be understood in any literal sense:
shame can also be the product of an internalized

viewer that embodies the judgments of the commu
nity. “When the agent himself endorses and sub
scribes to those (communall values, when he judges
himself as he foresees being judged by others and as
he would judge them in turn, then this community-

oriented value can also exist rnternally.” Indeed,
the ancients themselves were so conscious of this
connection between ethics and the sense of being
seen that a few of them derived the origin of
religion accordingly; the fifth-century Athenian
Critias suggested that when it was clear to primitive
man that human laws prevented men from commit
ting acts of violence in the open, but not so in
secret, some psychologically astute ruler invented
the gods and warned that they could see and punish
acts which no mortals could,’
This hastily-sketched visual culture provides the
backdrop for the first problem of identity I would

‘ Tac. Ann, 15,62’ ‘llle interritus poscit testamenti
tabulas: ac denegante centurione conversus ad arnicos,
quando mentis eorum referre gratlain prohiberetur, quod
unmu lam et tamen puicherrimum habeat, imaginern
vitae suae relinquere testatur, cuius si memores essent,
bonarum artium lãmam tarn constantis arnicitiac pretium
laturos.”

Other examples of the imagines as a potential
audience: Cic. Cad 34 and De Leg. Agri 2.100; Sallust
BJ4.5-6; Pliny Pan. 56,8.
‘ Williams, Bernard A 0. (1993) Shame and

Necessity. Berkeley and Los Angeles; see esp. 75-102.
Williams is, of course, discussing classical Athens. but I
am not the first to find his perspective equally illuminat
ing for aspects of the Roman world.
‘ Roller. Thinking the Principate, p. 20.
“ In his Sisyphus, Trag.Graec.Frug. fr. 25.91

k’ to s’t before y u today t s a difficulty hat
emerges full blown from the ssork of Seneca. a man
vi ose o n ideir ty i vii e on’ 1ev b 1 rg

ac indeed, many of hi ietter and essays rpount a
defense against a charge frequently levelled at hm,
namely that any man who aspired to Stoic
sagehood and seffidenial could hardly explain his
concurrent position as the fabulously wealthy advi
sor and former tutor of the Emperor Nero. But what
Seneca’s writings are most concerned with is the
stability of the self, its ability to inure itself to the
slings and arrows of outrageous fortune - or
outrageous emperors - by a process of constant
reasoning, meditation, and exhortation, by an
extreme cultivation of mind over matter, ar d most

of all, by a twist on one of the oldest injunctions in
classical philosophy. When Seneca adapts the
ancient command carved into the temple of Apollo

at Delphi, Know thyseL his treatment narrows to
focus on the visual dimension of ethics:20 If you
would know thyself, watch thyself It is all too easy
to see another’s faults, Seneca notes, but one’s own
can only be detected by a conscious examination of
the self, a respectus nostri (Dc ira 2.28.8; cf.
Epistulae Morales 98.4, 2&4-5; Dc ira 3.3&i-4).
“Shake yourself out and scrutinize and observe
yourself in various ways,” he advises his corre
spondent Lucilius (EM 16.2), and even the formida
ble Nero is told to subject his conscience to
inspection (D.c clern, 1. 1).21 For no matter how you
hide away, there is no remedy for the most
inescapable witness, testi of all: yourself22 On the

20 In a very different formulation, the visual already
provides a metaphor for selfknowledge at [Plat.] AJeth.
1.1324 and many other places lii ancient philosophy. See
Bartsch, Shadi. (2000) “The Philosopher as Narcissus:
Knowing Oneself in Classical Antiquity,” in Robert S.
Nelson, ed. Seeing as Othen Saw.’ Visuality Before and
Beyond the Renaissance. Cambridge University Press.

21 See, on the Epistulae Morales, Edwards, Catherine.
(1997) “SelfScrutiny and SelfTransfbrmation in Seneca’s
Letters.” Greece & Rome 44: 23-38



other hand pcacefu s ep o n s a s in r’ a
s a p”c a a a seer n e o se I spe iia or ui c riso q e seer u ) and elets a

own character And this ef cation, always, isnased upor a d1-cju se unc htd harc
oneself the famous Stoic askesis. For example“Am I tormented for no good reason, am Iinterpreting things in the wrong light?” (cf. EM13.16). Or: “What is there to fear about death? Is itreally an evil?’
This internal spectator is not always representedas a splitting of oneself into agent and audiencealthough this s what such a split must inevitably

enact Seneca suggests tha one can deliberately p ‘knother figure t be the little mar in one’s heaa.Fpicwus is a favor’te nd so Seneca b4s hiscorrespondent Lucilius to “do everything as ifEpicurus were watching.” 24 Other popular optionsare such legendary Roman figures as Laelius, Cam,or ScIpio;25 we can even pretend that dead relativesare gazing down from ahove,26 and finally, theimaginary witness could even be Seneca himself:“Live as if I will hear of whatever you do norather, as if I will see it” he urges the same Lucilius(EM 32.l),27 Even God can be figured as internal:“God is near you, he is with you, he is inside you Imean this, Lucilius: a holy spirit lives inside us, anobserver and guardian of our good and bad deeds”(EM 41.1). This nonon is not inconsistent with
Stoic thought, but it ‘s significant that elsewhere,when Seneca identifies this internalized other withan external viewer, or with God, he nonethelessends up squarely with the self watching the self:

22 “Si honesta stint quae facis. omnes sciant, si turpia,quid referet neminem scire, cam tu scias9 () e miscrurn, sicontemius hunc testem!” E1 45.
23 Sen. Dc ira 3.362: “Quam tranquillus, quam almsac liber, cum ant laudams est animus aut adrnorntus etspecularor sui ccnsorque secretus cognouit de moribussuis!” See Foucault, Crrnr of the Seli’ 62; Edwards,“Seif-Scrutmy,” passim.
24 “Sic fac, inquit, omnia, taniquam specter Epicwus.Prodest sine dubio custodem sibi mposwsse et habere,quem respicias, quem interesse cogitarionlbus tois ía-dices.”
25 EM25.6. Sec also EM 11.8-9.
26 “Sic itaque te, Marcia, gere, taniquam sub oculispatris fihiquc posita” (Cons. ad Marc. 25.3.1). See also

Solimano, Giannina, (1991) La prepotenza deII’occhio:Riflessioni sull’opera di Seneca. Genoa, 35-36,

V t d ii e a. v v a i la ii sigh
e should rbsnk a ,‘ s”neo

kok i ste our inncrmo heart. for sorwoncan Wear use is t for something to behidden from man? nothing a, uiudcn fromGod, He is present in our minds antiintervenes in the middle of our thoughts....Therefore, I will do as you bid, and I willgladly write to you about what I am doing,and in what order. I will observe myselfcontinually and (thrs is most useful) i willreview my day. t s this that makes us oadthat no one turns nis gaze on his Iife:i

2 In EM 34.2, not only is Seneca the guardian, butLucilms is addressed like a runaway slave, and told he isSeneca’s handiwork.
25 Sen. FM 83. 1-2: “Sic certe vivendum err ramquam inconspectu vivamus, sic cogirandum tamquam aliquis inpectus intimum introspicere possit et potest Quid enim

prodest ab bomine aliquid esse secremm? nihil deeclusum es interest ammis nostris et cogitationibusmedius intcrvenir ... Faciam ergo quod iubes, et quid
agam et quo ordine libenter tibi scribam Observabo meprotinus et, quod est utilissimum, diem meurn recognoscam. Hoc nos pessimos facit, quod nemo vitam suam
respicit.”
29 i, similar progression prevails at Ben. 31.17ff, where

the had man is said to be punished by knowing that be is
under the gaze of the community—of God—of himself
3° “Vulgum autem tarn chlarnydatos quani coronatos

voco.” Vir. beat 2,2, For the translation and interpreta
tion, I have used the Loeb edition by John W Basore.

We rtavel here from the notion of the watchingcmmumi,, to that of an all krang God, and endup with the self-observant self - with Seneca, ratherthan God, as the endpoint. Even at the moment ofdeath, it is I who must pass judgment on myself(EM26.5)29
There are several things that are unusual here,and I would like to pause to point them out. First isthat the origin of what Bernard Williams has called“the internalized other” seems to lie within the willof the Stoic individual. The case is no longer thatthis internalized other operates automatically as anaspect of community-regulated ethics; rather, we areto self-consciously set it up as a second “I” thatregulates our behavior from within, At the sametime - and this is the second peculiarity - we are toturn away from the assessing gaze of the commurnty at large: if Rome is a shame culture, it is onethat Seneca mostly wants nothing to do with. Forhe repeatedly abjures the observation and judgmentof the community in general as a source of ethicalself-shaping and the internalized other is frequently

‘ set up in opposition to public opinion. The majority’s choice is the worse option, he tells us (Vit. beat.2.1); and lest we think he is talking about the lowerclasses only, he specifies that “By the rabble I meanno less the servants of the court than the servants ofthe kitchen,”° Having your peers think good of youis completely irrelevant; a just man will even derivepleasure from a bad reputation earned by doing



good ( mala opiruo bene parta,” EM 113.32).

Seneca actually goes so far as to warn Lucilius that

if he sees him applauded by the populace, if the
whole state is singing his praises - he deserves

nothing but pity (EM 29.12).3’ Indeed, even

Socrates and Cato and Laelius might have lost

hold of their moral character before such a commu—
nal onslaught; but our options are not only to
imitate or loathe the world: instead, recede into
oneself and select your internalized other with

care32 Supplant all traditional sources of approval
yourseffi “Are you doing battle against some
illness?” Seneca asks, using the military imagery
more often associated with gloria. Well, be your

own audience, offer yourself praise (EM 78.2 l).33
The third peculiarity is an outgrowth of the

second, As we have seen, Seneca denigrates com
munity judgment, and yet more than once he
indicates that the mark of the truly good man is the
ability to live as if in a glass house - indeed, he
claims that a good conscience actively invites the
crowd in to see Elsewhere too, the stress on an
idealized viewer disappears, and Seneca tells us that
in a pinch, anyone will do (EM 25.5).35 As Thomas
Rosenmeyer has remarked, “Again and again the
moralist seems to be recommending selfreliance
and autonomy, but it is clear also that the old
shame-consciousness of the culture inevitably calls
for the approving presence of others. Without their
express sanction, the achievement of the solitary
agent would forfeit its value.”36

31 Sec further Motto, Anne L, and John R. Clark.
(1993) “Seneca on the Profanum Vulgus.” Classics
Bulletin 69: 35-39.

32 Sen. EM76-8: Soaati et Catoni et Laelio excutere
morem suum dissimilis multitudo potuisset; adeo nemo
nostrum, qui cum maxime concinnamus ingenium, frrre
impetum vitiorum tam magilo comitatu venientium
potest.... Necesse est aut imiteris ant oderis.”

See similarly EM94,55, 94.68, 99,17,
Sen. EM435: “l3ona conscientia turbam advocat.”

3 This theme is particularly pervasive in EM 10.
36 Rosemneyer. Thomas G. (1989) Senecan Drama aod

Stoic Cosmology. Berkeley; p. 52. The discrepancy
shows up particularly strongly at EM 20.4, where Seneca
first claims he does nothing according to public opinion,
now, I would like to make the following claim: in these

Feese three oddine will lead to comphr.attons. For

S r . n e t. I s c a o Ii p rt -i d pat to an
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as mo,’e az.thdatic, in a way that I would suggest goes

beyond the simple Stoic injunction that one bye and
be sri accordance with nature, For Seneca speaks

about the formation of this identity us rather striking
terms. First, it is a self that responds to your efforts

by taking on a new form. as Seneca writes excitedly,

I perceive I ucilius that I am not only being
improved, but actually transformed. I don’t
promise yet, nee dare hope tha nothing
remains in me that has to be changed.
Obviously there arc still many rc sir ants that
have to be bound together, or made thinner
or raised higher And this very point is the
proof that my soul has been changed for the
better: namely, that it now sees its vices,
which up to now it did not know.

It is a laborious process, he concedes, and yet we
must begin to shape and set straight our mind before
its wickedness hardens it beyond moulding (EM
50.5-6). A similar language of artistic creativity
characterizes Lucihus’ progress: he is fashioning
himself into a person in whose presence he wouldn’t
dare to sin (“dum te efficis eum, cum quo peccare
non audeas,” EM 25.5). Elsewhere, quoting Vergil.
Seneca bids Lucihus to fashion himself worthy of a
god - but reminds him to do so with clay, not with
the corrupting material gold or silver (EM 3111).
Here too the metaphor of the creating artist is clearly
highlighted.
As we’ve seen, the prerequisite for this created self

is, both syntactically and cogmtively, that it be split
into two.3’1 Seneca’s catachrestic language, his
constant play with sentences in which subject and
unlikely object refer to the same person, won’t let us
forget it. Consider the following random expressions,
all culled from his letters: Linger a while with
yourself Liberate yourselffor yourself A man should
be equal to himself I dare to entrust you to yourself

then says that all he does when be is alone, he does as if
the populace were watching. Roller, Thinking thc’
Princxate, has an excellent discussion of the problem at

pp. 91-97; for him, Seneca is using familiar metaphors
of

community judgment to get his argument about internal
conscientia “off the ground.” Our conclusions will differ,
but my thinking has been much influenced by his powesful
exposition of the Senecan language of interiority
“ Sen. EM 6.1: “Jntellego, LuciA, non emendari me

tantum sod transfigurari. Nec hoc promitto lam ant spero,
nihil in me superesse. quod mutandum sit. Quidni multa
babeam, quae débeant colligi, quae extenuari, quac attoth?
Et hoc ipsuni argumentum est in mclius translati animi.
quod vitia sua, quae adhuc ignorabat. videt”

As Edwards, “Self-Scrutiny,” p. 30, points out of the
constant use of the terminology of witnessing, “the self
divides in order to play a variety of roles simultaneously -

one part of the self scrutinizes the other - though with no
sense of the rigid hierarchy of parts of the soul that one
finds particularly in Plato.”

8
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but I would argue that its usage by Seneca, already
unusual, gains new force in light of his explicit
discussion of the internalized other. The idea of this
other even functions as the source for jokes that
would not work if the point were not a contrast
between merely figurative expressions and the philo
sophical cultivation of the internalized other. Here i
an examplc from Epistle 10 ,A young man is walking
down the road when the philosopher Crates bumps
into him and asks wha h ‘s doing th e all al ne
I’m iust conversing with myself” replies the youth.
Do be careful, then,” replied Crates, “you’re coo
versing with a really had soil’ (EM lO.l).iG
But how does all this mean that the created,

doubled self is more authentic, as I just claimed1
Authentic may be too probIematc a word to insist
upon. But what I have in mind is a striking sentence
unparalleled in Latin usage: when Seneca is
cnticizing the non-self-reflective selves around him,
he complains, “Nemo sibi contigit “no one falls to his
own lot,” or “no one coincides with himself’ (EM
32.4); elsewhere, he puts this as “how few people
chance upon having themselves” (“quoto cuique
habere se contigit,” EM 42.10). This is as odd in
Latin as it is in English: what does it mean? it cannot
be boiled down to behaving consistently all the time,
to a harmony between public and private selves, or
else the man who was greedy and unstable in every
realm would be one who “sihi contigit.” The self that
coincides with itself is simply the self that is the
endpoint of Senecan selfformation: it is both the best
self, and the one truest to what one is meant to be.
Or perhaps we could say that in this self, finally,
there is no difference between the witness and the
agent: they act, they judge, in complete harmony.

It would seem, then, that this more authentic
self-and again, I think that the phrase “in accordance
with nature” underplays what is novel about Seneca’s
unparalleled in Latin usage: when Seneca is criticiz—
ing the non-self-reflective selves around him, he
complains, “Nemo sill contigit - no one falls to his
own lot,” or “no one coincides with himself” (EM
32.4); elsewhere, he puts this as “how few people
chance upon having themselves” (‘quoto cwque
habere se contigit,” EM 42.10). This is as odd in

‘9 See EM 32.1, 11, 10.2, 20,2. 15.10. 104,20-22. Does
the language of doubling in the case of a man who wants
to escape himself imply that even the pre-proflcient self is
split? I should point out that anyone who can already
formulate his problem in these terms is for Seneca, already
a prouiciens.
4’ In Ben. 5.7ff. Seneca denies that one can bestow a

benefit upon oneself, and argues that we should not be
misled by linguistic expressions such as “1 am angry at
myself’ or “E am conversing with myself’ - for “innumera
bilia stint, in quibus consuetudo nos dividit” (Ben. 5,7 6).
But the expressions above have nothing to do with
consuerudo, with the exception of the idiom in the joke,
the whole point of which is the play on normative usage.

a ‘iarnr beirtn puou. flu ri’u SCiC, nr
eli r e na wv is a g cc y tic u t Ic n ye yre?lm isould be on w m nh ontigit.’ fhe self thatcoinctdes with itself is simply the self that is theendpoi it of Senecan seif-formanoir it is both the bestself, and the one truest to what one ts meant to be. Or
perhaps we could say that in this self, finally, there is
rio difference between the witness and the agent they
act, they judge, in complete harmony.
It would eerr then th t his more authentic selfand again, I think that the phrase “in aLcordance with

nature” underplayc ishat is novel about Seneca’s
or iii at o i I as v ía di nrc I at ires ft it it is
something you yourself have given form to, shaped as
a s ulptor shapes li s clay- second, it is divorced from
community norms, ishich are figured as externalwhile the self itself is figured rather as internal; third,
it is repeatedly figured as doubled, or split, into two
separate agents; and fourth, it is dialogic, by which I
mean that the mark of its presence is the ongoing
dialogue between its two voices that emerges from the
daily review of one’s actions and motives.’ When all
four of these traits are present, presumably, then
Seneca can say, as he does in Epistle 31: “Now I
recognize my Lucilius! He is beginning to exhibit the
man he had given promise of” Despite the language
of recognition, it is not an indication of Lucilius’
return to a previous state, but of his assumption of a
self he has created - his doubled, self-moulded,
anti-establishmentarian, and dialogic self. ‘3
Here is a new model for identity, And here is one

of the paradoxes of my title, a paradox that has to do
with the very distinct difference between unselfcon
scious action and the knowledge that an observer is
present. We’ve seen how Seneca approaches the issue
of how one behaves when one knows one is being
watched, especially if by an internalized other based
on a selected favorite: namely, in accordance with
Stoic doctrine, and with disregard for public opinion.
But the gaze of the public as well has restrictive force
in this kind of culture, and this gaze is less salubrious.

Epcretus. some decades later, would stress many similar
rnemes: e.g.. Discourses 4.6, pitting self4cnowledge against
the gaze of the community; the self must form itself by
becoming both pupil and teacher. It is true that the ubiquity
of the theme of self-spectatorship might simply seem a
reflection of the shared concern for the review of the self -

as seen in the Pythagoreans and elsewhere - but Seneca sets
it tip as something else: a direct response to the power of
the external viewer, which produces inaurlienticity, a false
self.

Sen. EM 31.1: “Agnosco Lucilium meum: incipit, quem
promiserat. exhibere.”
4 For anyone familiar with Senecan drama, there is an

unsettling echo here of the deranged anti-heroes of the
Medea and the Thyester Medea threatens throughout the
play, “Medea fiam.” “I will become Medea’ (Med. 171);
having dispatched her children after a prolonged version of
what looks like a Stoic self-review, she announces happily:
“M.dea sum,” “I now am Medea” (910). And it is when
Thyestes has realized his brothei’s final atrocity that he says,
echoing Seneca to Lucilius. “agnosco fratreni” (Thy. 1006).
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gazed at subside Here our philosopher is talking
about the enjoyment of wealth and power, but it
seems that the same is true of how we feel grief:

How few men [he says] are sad in their own
company! They groan louder when they are
heard, and although they are silent and
tranquil in private, whenever they see anyone
they are spurred to new floods [of team] Then
they lay violcnt hands on their own persons,
which they would have been able to do more
easily if no one were there to stop the r th r
they pray for their own deaths, then they roll
off their beds: without a spectator, grief goes
away ‘°

But this is not just the pernicious effect of the
external audience provided by the community:
strikingly, it can also be the effect of our watching
of ourselves. This is the content of Senec&s
chastisement of Lucihus in EM 63.3, as his
correspondent grieves for his dead friend Flaccus:
“As soon as you stop observing yourself grieving,
the picture of your unhappiness will go away; for
now, you yourself are the guardian of your own
grief.”4 Custodic dolorem Ilium: the metaphor is
that of the internalized other who keeps watch, and
for whom Lucilius, willy-nilly, is now performing as
if it were the community that was watching. It
seems that the presence of an audience, even, alas,
when it is internalized, can corrupt the behavior
of the subject under observation. And yet, for
Seneca, self-knowledge and self-improvement in
volve precisely such observation. In other words,
one paradox of Senecan identity is the ambiguous
status of the subject under view as the site of
authenticity - to act before an assessing gaze is often
precisely that, to act, to put on a show; and yet this
assessing gaze is crucial to the development of a

Sen. EM 94,69: “Aspice, quanto ajiter unusquisque
populo vivat, aliter sibi,... Ubi testis Ct spectator
abscessit, vitia subsidunt, quorum monstrari ci conspici
frutris est.” As Solimano notes, “L’uomo vuole uno
spectator, tin testis della propria opulenza, poteuza,
ingenium cultura. persino delle inclinazioni filosofiche,
di alcuni vizi, c del dolore.” Prepotenza, p. 38,

Sen. EM 99.16: “Quotas quisque sibi tristis est!
Clarius, cum audiuntur, gemunt et taciti quietique cum
secretum eta, cum aliquos videre, in fietus novos excitan
tnt. Tunc capiti suo manus ingerunt. quod potucrant
facere nullo prohibente liberius, tunc mortem comprecan
tur sibi, tunc lectulo devolvuntur; sine spectatore cessat
dolor.” Cf similarly Tranq. 15,6. People even lose their
appetite for fancy foodstuffs when an audience is missing:
Tranq. 7.2.6; and other vices fall away as well: “Ambitio
et luxuria et mpotentla scaenam desiderant, sanabis ista
si absconderis” (EM 94.71). The cure for all this? pick a
morntoi

46 “Cum primum te observare desieris, imago ista
tristitiae discedet mine ipse custodis dolorem tuum”

trers
io scepo ho ted mat a tess aberrations do

not a paradox make, should point OUt that exactis
t ‘a no t n u or f ci d
topic, role-playirg. in the Sene an orpu Playing a

role is represented now as a source of an inauthentic
self that straitjackets itself to satAsiy community
standards, now as the means to a specifically Stoic
authenticity that relies on the shaping force of a role
to reform the character who plays it. In a passage
that links self-observation to precisely such role-
playing, Seneca observes that

Constant observation of oneself is tortuous,
and one fears to be caught out of one’s
usual ro c. or an we ever rein, when we
think we’re being assessed every time we’re
looked at; on the one hand, many chance
occurrences can bare us against our will,
and on the other, even granted that all this
effort over oneself turns is successful, it’s not
a pleasant life, nor a one free from anxiety,
to live constantly wearing a mask.”

Here assiduous self-observation is linked, not to a
positive, but to a negative, self-formation; it is a
self-spectatorship that has apparently internalized

4 “Stoic heroism.. achieves its full meaning only if it
draws attention to itself as the central spectacle in a
crowded arena.” Rosenmeyer, Thomas G. (1989) Sene
can Drama and Stoic Cosmology. Berkeley; p.48. See
also Leigh, Matthew. (1997) Lucan: Spectacle and
Engagement. Oxford; 182-83, on Vulteius’ craving for an
audience.

Sen. Thinq. 17.1: “Torquet enim adsidua observatio
sin et deprendi aliter ac solet metuit. Nec umquam
solvimur ubi tottens nos aestimari putamus quotiens
aspici; nain et multa incidunt. quite invitos demident. et.
Ut bene cedat tanta sin diligenna, non tamen iucunda vita
ant secura est semper sub persona viventium.” See the
discussion in Rosemneyer, Senecan Drama, p. 51.
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control his grief for his dead brother: people, after
all, are watching him. Indeed, the unanimous will
of the people has imposed upon him a great role
(the Latin word is persona); this role must be
maintained. Perhaps Seneca is simply flattering the
emperor’s secretary vis-ã-vis his high profile in the
public eye Perhaps, but we annot dismiss the
benefits of role-playing so easily For to play your
role well, and consistert y, to the end, i a centra
Stoic metaphor for the business of being alive, and
as I mentioned at the beginning of this talk, even
Stoic theorizing about identity is couched in the
language of the four personae, or roles, that a
person must fulfil. The very life of the Stoi’
proficiens is seen as the struggle to play a role well
the role of himself. All that matters is to stick to it,
or, as Seneca puts it in another striking formation,
“be consistent with yourself’ (“cura Ut constes
tibi,” EM 35.4).49 “It is a great achievement,” he
reminds us, “to play the part of just one man; no
one can do it except the wise man; the rest of us
take on too many different appearances. Avoid
this; and if you can’t be praised, at least make sure
you can be recognized” and here again the verb is
agnoscere, linking the consistent playing of one
identity to a term elsewhere used to mark an
identity that has reached its full potential.° Finally,
even the “theatricality” of role-playing is put into
question. what was a role can through force of
habit become the authentic you. So at is that we
read in the Dc ira, that your conscientious playin
of a role - in this case, the role of a man who is r -

irascible - can affect for the better the reality ofwho
you are: train yourself not to show the emotions
you feel, and eventually your insides will learn to
conform with your outsides.’
This is the Senecan self. It is balanced rather

precariously at the intersection of a series of binary
oppositions formed when Stoic principle meets h L
Roman culture. It both craves and fears the gaze of

Is the difference between this positive role-playing
and the kind that Seneca calls “tortuous” based on the
distinction between the gaze of an idealized other and.
that of the community at large? One might think so, but
even this distinction fails to hold: the virtues that
struggle for outside show among the populace at large
are sometimes worthy ones, sometimes mere plumage.
Tranq. 1.3. And in any case the role of life is played
before a general audience, and yet the most important
thing is still “ut constes tibi.” Cf Ben 2,17,2 on the
behavior of a Cynic philosopher: “hanc personam
induisti agenda est.”

50 Sen. EM 120.21-22: “Magnam rem puta unum
hominem agere. Praeter sapientem autem nemo unum
agi, ceteri multifonnes sumus.... Effice tot possis laudari
sin minus, Ut agnosci.”
5 Sen. Dc ira, 3.13.2: “Paulatim cum exterionbus

interiora formantur” Cf Galen Aff Dig. 5,20-21

the other: r looks for self-regulation and self
rcrmanon to a rca’ or imaainar other, and yet
shows itself suspicio ‘s of behavior that adapts to the

natio of a v er it d ses ti- self
t a s r r ted the su f c ather I a i the
interior, ye.. is willing to concede that the one can
become the other.’’
What happens when we raise our gaze from the

Senecan texts and look around in Nero’s Rome?
What of the impact of the famously theatrical
regime of the emperor Nero7 What of Petronius,
with whose ‘I nmalchio I started this lecture7 In the
few minutes that remain, I d like to present you
v di two very differmt models for the interaction of
self and audience on Neronian Rome: the models, in
a sense, against which and because of which I
believe Seneca is writing. The first model seems to
me to run all through the work of Seneca’s
contemporary Petromus. Consider the following
scene. The setting: the Satyricon. The topic: the
dialogic self, the self that splits into two to reason
with itself to observe itself and to shape itself
according to Stoic ideals.° Our hero Encolpius is
upset because his love-object, the adolescent Giton,
is responding to the attentions of an ancient, but
decidedly lascivious, poet, Eumolpus, who is stay

ing with the
pair. This is
precisely the
kind of distur
bance the good
Stoic works on
himself to
avoid, and En
colpius reasons
with himself
accordingly:
“It’s annoying
that our guest
likes the boy.
But so what?
Aren’t Nature’s
masterpieces
the communal
property of all?
The sun shines

for everybody Will love alone, therefore, be
private booty rather than a common prize?” This

52 In my treatment of Seneca, I am not willing to go
quite as far as Edwards, “Self.Scruliny,” p. 34, who waites
that “Seneca’s Lettetx direct attention to the self but they
also serve to problematize the self in profound ways. The
Senecan self is multiple, fragmented, and riven with
conflict. Dramas are enacted within the self, new roles
assumed at every moment.”
53 Sen. EM 80.8: “omniwn istonani personata feicitas

est.”
Sat. 100.1-2: “‘molestum est quod puer hospiti placet.

quid autem? non commune est quod natura optimum
fecit? sol omnibus lucet. ... solus ergo amor furtlim potius
quam praemium edt7 haec tat infra fiduciam posui
fraudavique anianum dissidentern, coepi sonnium obnato
tunicula capite mentiri.”
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irme daiogue however, has no persuasive power
for ir rn ied ird e \‘ en u ys
is vii To to in e t e
When T had made these potots that sere beyond
credibility, and cheated my protesting mind, cover
ng my headwith my cloak I began to pretenu to be
asleep.” His mind is dissidens it refuse to agree
with the rationalizing other
Consider another example in which se1fdiaiogue

seems both ineffective and, here, parodied.
Encolpius has been having trouble with impotence,
and so, following the model of Odysseus famous
address to his heart in book 20 of the OdyssL,v
(“Endure then, my heart. For you once endured
things more shaming still, Od. 20 18) he s ts up
and addresses the offending member ‘What do
have to say. you disgrace among men and gods?.. i
beg of you don’t provide me with such a lackluster
performance” (Sat 132.12) But there is no improve
ment to be seen, and in any case, despite such
splitting of the self into subject and object, the
procedure seems hardly Stoic. Seneca might have
appreciated the struggle of Plato’s Leontius, who in
book four of the Republic berates his eyes for their
desire to look upon corpses lying at a place of
execution near the Piraeus; but Encolpius’ self
directed talking-to would seem - and be - a mockery
of such an attempt at control of the self.
Indeed, the whole world of this novel looks like a

theater for the self, Its protagonists are constantly
performing, both for the gaze of the other and for
themselves: Giton twice commits suicide with a fake
razor to win sympathy from assorted lovers and
assailants. Like the fake suicide in Seneca, the one
who rolls out of his bed and threatens his own life,
it’s a suicide fed only by the presence of an
audience. And as for Encolpius, he is now a
schoiasticus now a slave, now a Stoic lecturing on
the vicissitudes of life. The poet Eumolpus plays the
philosopher in order to get into a young man’s bed.
And so forth.
Is it too far-fetched to align this chaotic world - in

which no self is authentic, but everyone is con
stantly on show, putting on now one persona and
now another - with the Senecan texts? I would
argue not. Petronius and his characters often pay lip
service to the moral self while they are under the
assessing gaze of other characters. But they prefer to
acknowledge it verbally only, and only as a means
for se1f-advancement.’ The Stoic gaze is mocked,
revealed as hypocritical, rejected as ineffective; and
as crowning defeat occurs when the author himself,
or his main character, Encolpius, turns to his real
audience - his reading audience, us - to ask, as if
chiding us, “Why are all you Catos looking at me
with a furrowed brow?” (“Quid me constricts
spectatis fronte Catones?”, Sat. 132.15). Stoics with
their regulatory gaze are, as it were, personae non
grataç, their notions of authenticity are not a goal -
and are perhaps an impossibility - in Petronius’
world.

° Cf Martial 10.20:Ttmc me vel rigidi legant Catones,

A second model emerges from Seneca’c ewri
V tin it se ng I ar tr oeri R e The
ptag st n o ia iTo n ig n d
Pastot The topic agatn, actlng Fø an audience
Gains Caesax [Cahgula’ offended with Inc
son of Pastor a distinguished Roman knight
because of his foppishness and his too elabo
rately dressed hair, sent him to prison: when
the father begged that his son’s life might be
spared, Caesar, just as if he had been
reminded to punish him, ordered him to be
executed forthwith: yet in order not to be wholly
brutal to the father, he invited him to dine
with him that day (D ra ‘ 33 3 trans Jolir
Basore).

Pastor comes: he drinks the roast that Caligula
proposes and puts on the garlands and unguents
Caligula has supplied; he shows no sign of reproach
whatsoever, but rather smiles, laughs, makes merry,
and in general, says Seneca, “acted as if he had
obtained the pardon he had sought for his son. Do
you ask why? He had a second son” (2.33.4).
Pastor is not the only one: Seneca praises other

models who knew to fake it under the assessing
gaze of a tyrant. Socrates himself under the Thirty
Tyrants, never changed his expression (EM 104.28);
Cato didn’t either; and no matter what happens to
him, the Stoic never lets himself visibly react (Dc
const. 5.4). Even the public gaze is dangerous, given
the presence of informers in society at large: men
like to destroy other men (EM 103.2). Seneca
himself acknowledges that there are no Catos and
Scipios among the audience in his own Rome.
What there is, is the presence of a very different
gaze altogether: the abusive, performance-demand
ing gaze of power, the gaze that leads Seneca to
urge, over and over again, that the good Stoic
should never change his expression, because a
Caligula, or a Sejanus, or an informer, might be
watching (cf. Cons. adMarc 15.3).
The Senecan model of identity, then, is one that

jostles side by side with others in first-century Rome
in which the same elements recur - subjection to a
gaze, the playing of a role, even the notion of a
da1ogue with the self. And yet these other models
seem to deliberately abjure any concern with
authenticity or immutability. Those who participate
in them are more concerned to please the audience
than themselves, and they role-play accordingly; the
regulatory gaze of a Cato exists only to be mocked.
One is almost tempted to suggest that Seneca’s
project, amid all this writing on spectatorship and
identity - a project in which I think he ultimately
fails - is to re-establish the sense of some authentic
core of non-socially-determined selfhood in a cul
ture in which, socially and politically, this core, for
the newly powerless elite classes, was weaker than
ever before.

Shadi Bartsch
Professor of Classics
The University of Chicagoand 8.2.
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t 1 0 11 tI t i xpes d i
wsf 1-a thos rcsp n be I r wcau c o te
own laziness or carelessness should sufler appropn
ately (see pp. 163, 176, 181). A much longer
chapter deals with the so-called deteriores, a large
group of I 5thcentury manuscripts mainly written in
Italy. These need to be analysed with care in case
they contain some unexpected good features; on
the whole they ollow the text of P but have
occasional traces of A and so they a e products o
ontammatio c t ic res t of a medieval cad
mpa ing I t’x with the p iv d o

rating from it a numbe of readings that seemed
better. When this proLedure occurs early in the
ruddle ages or indeed in antiquity it creates a
situation in which the construction of a family tree
becomes difficult or impossible.

This is the kind of text that most of the Italian
humanists such as Poggio were acquainted with
and there are no fewer than tune copies which
appear to have some connection with the famous
Florentine bookshop of Vespasiano da Bisticci,
active in the middle of the 15th century. The
transmission of this text in the Renaissance and
after is representative of the history of classical
studies, since it obviously received the attention
due to an interesting, even if incomplete, essay by a
central author, One oddity, which s certainly not
typical in the history of Latin texts in the
Renaissance, is revealed on ppl6l-2. The manu
script Ottobonianus lat. 1984 was written by the
well-known book collector Giovanni Aurispa in
collaboration with a certain Jacopo Veneto, Au
rispa signed and dated the MS in Constantinople
on 12 August 1422. Though humanists went to the
Byzantine capital to learn Greek or collect books, it
is not usual to have evidence of their copying of
Latin texts while there. Hunt has missed a
description (with a plate) of this manuscript in P.
Eleuteri & P. Canart, Scrittura greca neil’
umanesirno italiano (Milan 1991) 143.
Another fact worthy of mention is that most of

the Renaissance MSS are written on parchment
rather than the cheaper alternative of paper. If one

With Chapter 8 wc reach the fistory of the
editions. Hunt has collated as many as possible; as
he says it is a dry and time-consuming task The
earliest is by Sweynheim & Pannart7 (Rome i471)
and there were four more in the 15th century. these
were followed by no less than 89 11 th 16th
cci tuty, nore ti an half of them being produced
rar cc There are som inter’ t rg onsiJerat 00$
on he histo y of printing One impor ant negative
nd rig 110 u expected) ha tfe cx y e tior
were basJ on mediocre rxar’uscrpts arid editjrs
often copied a previous tefl without doing any
further research The Aldine by Andrea 1’ avagero
(1523) was an honourable exception, and his text
became more or less the standard for quite a long
time. Hunt traces with meticulous care the stages
by which editorial practice gradually reached
modern standards.
The book is completed by appendices on lost

manuscrites (9 items) and the printed editions,
bibliography and indices.
This is an excellent book and I have very few

further comments to offer. One concerns the
statements about watermarks (p 73 and elsewhere),
in which there appears to be some confusion
between the places where the papers were manufac
tured and where their use is attested, On p.15 we
are not told where Mirella Ferrari published her
important identification of the script of Gasparino
Barzizza. On p 80 it would have been nice to hear
a little more about the Greek words added in the
margin. On p.123 read “basilisk” for “basil”; this is
a watermark design and if Hunt has identified it
accurately it seems that the scribe was using a
batch of paper that had been stored away for some
thirty years or more. The mysterious name on
p.197 Scipionis Bargeilni is perhaps to be read as
Scipione Bargagli (1540-1612), a humanist from
Siena who wrote about the Italian language and
was a prominent member of more than one
academy.

Rew n5ight into Virgi1 Teneid
*The Aeneidwas one of the few books that was not destroyed by Augustus an his life-time though some claim
this is not the case,
*Juno plays a trick on Turnus by making a hologram of Aeneas.
*Aeneas has gone into Care to seek help...
*In Book 2 we see Ascanius for the first time with a big fire on his head. But he is not on fire elsewhere...
*Evander feels that being older he should have gone with Aeneas and left his son behind. Then he would have
died a glorified death and when he returned home dead, he would have felt much better,
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In teaching the history of
archaeology, it is custom
ary to recommend the
value of biographical and
autobiographical studic
[heir illumination of t[
general through the par
ticular makes an impor
tant contribunon to under
standing a discipline
which has depended so
much on the energies of
creative individuals. In
this case it is a double
pleasure to welcome to the
literature of archaeology a
new autobiography which
describes the life and ca
reer of one such energetic
and creative figure: for not
only has Aileen Fox made a significant contribu
tion to twentieth-century archaeology, but she was
also responsible for establishing archaeology at a
umversity
But the value of the book goes beyond archaeol

ogy, for it is also an important piece of social
history. Its charismatic subject has led a life in
which many different strands have been woven
together: a protected upbringing in a wealthy
family contrasted with the do-it-yourself culture of
archaeological fieldwork; a formal education in
English literature in a women’s Cambridge college
contrasted with a professional archaeological life in
various contexts, including a provincial university;
thirty-odd years of happy marriage followed by
thirty-odd of widowhood; contrasting working
environments including south Wales, south-west
England and New Zealand.
It is a book to be read with obvious profit by

archaeologists, but also by students of scholarly and
social life in general. The various themes of her
private and professional life are set against the
background of wider twentieth-century events and
there are many insights into the broader world.
And, importantly from today’s perspective, it de
scribes the achievements (and occasional failings)
of a woman in generally male-dominated circles.
But Aileen Fox’s ‘feminism’ (not that she would
have labelled it thus) arose not from self-conscious
social or political motivation, but from her own
character, interests and ambitions. There is a sense,
running through her own story, that what might
have been expected of a girl from the wealthy
upper-middle class was simply not enough for her
and that she knew that a more challenging and

satisfying life could be
found. The paradox, im
plicitly acknowledged, iS
that the comfortable back
grourd wine prov dcd
the fir ancia se unty a id
self-confidence without
which her early prospects
would have been poorer
was, later, the milieu
against which she rebelled
in a more self-reliant
world, Her autobiography
will thus be of mterest to a
wide range of readers, not
simply archaeologists.
Putting aside its academic
interest, it is a facinatmg
personal story, well-writ
ten, photographically illus

trated with photographs and a thoroughly good
read - a book to be enjoyed as well as learned from.
The variety of Aileen Fox’s professional achieve

ments is rich indeed, particularly so from the
viewpoint of present-day university life where more
time can be spent on bureaucracy than doing
anything useful. Those achievements were made
against a background of national developments
which created modern archaeology and in which
many great characters took part. Most of the
influential folk of British archaeology in the middle
fifty years of the twentieth century crop up
somewhere in the narrative. Indeed, one of the
many pleasures in being a friend of Aileen’s in
recent decades has been the feeling that she put one
in direct touch with an earlier world. Historians
sometimes remind themselves that great conse
quences don’t necessarily have great origins, and so
it is with life in general. Aileen Fox’s entry to
archaeology came from wondering what to do after
graduating in English. A stay at the British School
in Rome and a period working on the Richborough
excavations for Bushe-Fox confirmed her new
direction and thereafter followed a life of unbroken
dedication to her chosen field.

The fascinating narrative encompasses, from the
l920s to 1970s, fieldwork at a range of prehistoric,
Roman and medieval sites, as well as a major
contribution to the foundation of ‘urban rescue
archaeology’ through excavations in post-war Ex
eter. And from the early l970s to early 1980s, a
‘post-retirement’ career took off in New Zealand,
where she was able to pursue Maori archaeology in
a spirit of pioneering fieldwork reminiscent of her
earlier efforts in Britain. Not that she was unaccus

r rrrrg!rcoot
The tutobiogrphy o! iIecn Yox.

rcwing. 2 outhern enu, Leornintr, IreTordhir. 2000.
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tomed to overseas excursions. Although her own
primary fieldwork was in Britain, her attitudes,
knowledge, linguistic ability and teaching had also
been formed, from an early stage, by regular
foreign visits in which archaeological study was
accompanied by other interests, notably natural
history and botany.
Alongside the academic dimension, there was the
institutionaL The present Department of Archaeol
ogy at Exeter University is the linear successor to a
series of units in which archaeology figured (finally
as the Department of History and Archaeology
from 1979, after her retirement) in various forms
from the University’s creation in 1955, The system
atic teaching of archaeology had been started by
Aileen Fox, in 1947, in the
days of the University College
of the South-West, at the insti
gation of the historian Norton
Medlicott. Already practised in
lecturing part-time at Cardiff
University in the war years,
she moved to Exeter in a
logical extension of her suc
cessful post-war excavations
there and coincident with her
husband’s retirement from the
National Museum of Wales.
The description of her Exeter
years is a fascinating account
of how archaeology’s univer
sity profile was gradually
raised by her efforts, with in-

ir v ed eg c irsc. is j rio a s
easeie actlv!ri tn south wetern helthsurv an
resarck to whuse commitment her book South
W st Lnizl rd rst p blishc.d r 1964 and again i
the l9Os, is splendid testimony.
Inevitably, her energies were also drawn into the

public sphere of archaeology and much time was
generously given to local regional and national
bodies over many years. But whereas some archae
ologists can be drawn ifltO this world almost for its
owi sake Aileen Fox s involvement was purposefu
and always led to material progress in some form
She was also a relentless monitor of undesrabie
developments which threatened archaeological sites
ad huilding ampaigr’g flecti’ely with looal
and national government bodies on many occa
sions. This activity is amongst the many which
reveal her total commitment to the study of the
past which at times bordered on a crusade.
Archaeology was never simply intellectual enter
tainment, let alone a means of earning a living: it
was a serious social endeavour with heavy respon
sibility. It was this commitment, as well as her
engaging personality and prior achievements,
which made her so welcome in the south-west on
her return from New Zealand in 1983. And it has
been entirely fitting that so many of her efforts in
the 1980s and 1990s, researching, writing and
promoting archaeology to the public within the
framework of the Devon Archaeological Society.
Her friends, colleagues and students, as well as the
archaeological establishment in general, have had
good reason over many years to be grateful for her
labours. Now they can be grateful also for this
highly readable and reflective account of a life
covering almost a century of archaeology’s history.

---.

A xilecv Fox taught archaeology at Exeter from 1947 to
19 73; Bob Higham teaches archaealogy here now.
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My Lord Chancellor ladies and gentlemen have
grave news. He Who Must Not Be Named has
escaptd ‘ioir his I rug dtath in th fort s I
Albar a Wrth the aid of P s servant orm ad he
has rug ned bodily form Professor TrIa ney
prophet v was true the Dark Lord has nsen again.
greater and more temble than before He ha
summoned the Death Earers Cornelius
Fude is not to be trusted, and as for
Snape... but my hjvs are sealed.

it is possible, Chancellor, that there
are people in the hail who don’t know
what I’m talking about, so perhaps I’d
better start again, from the beginning.
Just ten years ago, a young Exeter

graduate was on a train an ordinary
Muggle train - from Manchester to
London. She had been flat-hunting. Her
first job, two years as a Research
Assistant with Amnesty International,
was coming to an end, and she was
wondering about what she’d be doing
next. She was also anxious about her
mother, who was very seriously ill with
multiple sclerosis. As sometimes hap
pens, the train broke down, and she was
stuck for four hours with nothing to
read. Nothing to write with, either,
which for this particular young woman was perhaps
an even greater privation. What happened during
those four hours is the reason she is here today.

On Radio Four recently, Joanne Rowbng de
scribed herself to her listeners as the epitome of a
bookish child - short and squat, in thick National
Health glasses, living in a world of complete
daydreams, writing stones endlessly.’ That was
when she was at school in Chepstow, but when she
came to Exeter, to read French with Greek and
Roman Studies, the daydreaming went on. Some
times it got in the way of her work, as she recalls
elsewhere with affectionate irony (1 resist the tempta
tion to name the lecturer she refers to):

His tolerance towards my frightening ignorance
of his subject was awe-inspiring. The closest he
ever came to admonishing me for my erratic
attendance and propensity to lose every hand
out he gave me the moment we parted
company was when he described me as sleep
walking around the place. This was said with
an expression of mingled patience and amuse
ment. I lived to regret repeating his remark to
friends. It was sufficiently apt for them to
repeat it rather more often than I found funny.2

Dcgre Dy 2000

What the sleepwalker was doing was writing
stones ‘It was a secret. People at the office used to
ask -‘ if I was to irng down the pub and I would
say ha was going I- opping. 1 just felt embarrassed
abou saying, well, atually, I’m writing a book.”
Not that she was writing for children, or mdeed for
publication. By the time she was twenti-six, and

stuck on that train, she had the drafts of
two novels in her drawer, but no illusions
that they would ever see the light of day.
That was when Harry Potter appeared,

strolling into her head fully formed: ‘I
was staring out of the train window and
saw him very clearly: little, scrawny and
dark-haired. I knew he was a wizard.
Then I thought, he must go to a wizard
ing school . .‘5 He too has National Health
glasses, as his creator had at his age, His
friend Hermione Granger is a compulsive
achiever, as her creator was at her age.
Why shouldn’t ‘speccies’ and swOts be
heroes and heroines too? 6

As soon as she got home, Joanne
Rowling started exploring the idea of
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wiz
ardry and its odd inmates. But so far it
was just sketches and short stories; no
epic theme yet.

A few months later, Mrs. Rowling died. She was
only forty-six. To get an idea of the effect on her
daughter, just read the chapter on The Mirror of
Erised in the first of the Hany Potter books. Joanne,
who was working as a secretary for Manchester
University, took stock, and thought about what to
do with her life. She decided to be a teacher, took a
TEFL course, and went to Portugal to teach
English. There she married, and her daughter Jessica
was born. But the marriage failed, and Joanne took
refuge with her baby at her sister Di’s house in
Edinburgh.
That was Christmas 1993, and for the next six

months she was living on benefits, worrying about
whether the pack of nappies would last the week,
unable to afford the child-care she needed to work
on what was now taking shape into a book:

I decided this really was crunch time I told
myself that I was going to carve a book out of
this mass of papers. I didn’t tell anyone.
People would ask me what I had been doing
and I would say just out walking. I think they
thought I was very strange and possibly de
pressed. What I was actually doing was
walking around town with Jessica in the push-

Oration preenflng .K. !owllng br n Tonorry Degree.
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Lhth’ \ “ce she cH aieep ‘ seoi too int a
a1e an ‘ane n tvo hoiirs

fhe i)emenwrs. those grim guards at die poson ol
Azkahan, represent the coldness and deadness of
clinical depression. Anyone who’s had it knows that
feeling of emptiness.’ But thinking about Harry
helped her through it: ‘it was like thinking about a
friend’. She took a PGCE course at Moray House,
which was useful because the computer room stayed
open till 9 pm and she could work there on the book
Her tutor reme ubered her as ‘a c , e y private
pers n he va cry strict with e s I nd ci time.
She Ii at d t ne for everything she fad a a Of
o e Id e sa doig
bnnning up her little thrl on nconie supoort, and
rung b ok all at he same time
I hope Chancello that the graduates it our
audience today are ambitious to succeed in business
or the performing artsa But if they take ‘J,K.
Rowling’ as the paradigm of sudden and spectacular
success, they need to remember what it takes. First,
natural talent and the obsession to practise it - that
daydreaming child and her stories. Second, forma
tive experience - the bad times that strengthen the
character that lives through them. And third, sheer
hard work - a self-disciplined concentration, dedi
cated to achieving the end no matter what.

For we nave now reached the turning point of the
story. The first Harry Potter hook IS practically
finished, and Joanne Rowling has in her head an
entire seven-volume sequence, covenng the whole of
Harry’s school career. From the Wnterc and ArtistS’
Yearbook she picks out the name of a literary agent
and sends him the typescript. He agrees to act for
her - ‘it was the best letter of my life’, she says - and
after some rejections by big-name firms (who must
now be gnnding their teeth), a publisher is found
Ms Rowbng tells a nice story of the lunch at which it
was arranged; her agent Christopher Little said to
her afterarc1s, ‘Now remember, Joanne, this is all
very well, but it’s not going to make your fortune.’
By now Joanne Rowling was teaching French at

Leith Academy. On the strength of Bloornsbury’s
acceptance, the Scottish Arts Council provided an
£8000 bursary, which at last enabled her to afford
care for Jessica (now three) and to get to work on
the next book. And then, in July 1997. Harry Potter
and the PhilosopherS’ Stone was published; the
American rights were sold by auction, and suddenly
J.K. Rowling was a household name.

ft’s important to remember that what happened
was not a media event. Of course the media have
made the most of the Harry Potter phenomenon, but
they didn’t create it In fact, it happened against all
the fashionable trends. Penguin and HarperCollins
weren’t interested in the first book because they
thought it was too long and too senous. Weil, eacn
volume since has been longer and more serious than
the last, and there is no sign that the enthusiasm of
readers is waning What everyone has noticed is that

nice. - Jren reac lI4tr .ttr acre onini
;, roajipe ariinu helor and ‘I i may

speak a a Prutessr ji ias1, ‘ m dei,yflte that
there are no thirty million or so people around the
world ho kno at least one Latin sentence, even if
ir does mean ‘Never tickle a sleeping dragon’.
Amid all the hysteria, and the malice (for there has

been some of that too), a few thoughthil reviewers
have been able to identify the essential point. Let me
end by quoting from two of them

h u t of Potter has been o ate by word of
r u t r marketing 1’ ic TV
mi ia e ‘clebrity-sp d °lf ‘°f re nal

vorld I a nates the o iild ma ket ie e
‘31’ asa ‘‘rg1y id-’ahioie3 I .
IX St m de mst r mc cohistioatcd slick, h p,
or Street smart H0 is cheerful, decent kind and
brave good at games and rather moral 1

When Rowling’s heroes battle evil, we do not
think of them as good simply because they are
asserted to be (as in, say, computer games), but
because they manilèstly are so. They behave
with decency and courage. They deserve trust.
They face danger for their friends. They
forgive. And, while readers enjoy the books as
much as any for their comedy, pace, surprises
and creativity, it is the ordinary, everyday
goodness of the protagonists that moves Os.::

And that is why we honour J.K. Rowling today. it’s
not just the twelve literary awards shc has won, or
the twenty-eight languages into which her work has
been translated, or even the OBE which she received
this year. It’s something more important even than
that, something she has in common with her beloved
Jane Austen’ in more ways than one, what she
writes makes the world a better place.
My I, ord and Chancellor, I now have the pleasure of
presenting Joanne Kathleen Rowling for the degree
of Doctor of Letters honoris causa.

‘‘With Great Pleasure, BBC Radio Four Thuisdas 25 Mas 2000.
Pegasus4i (,991i)26.

-i Independent 21 November 1997.

‘Time Magazine 4 October 1999.

Telegraph Magazine 26 June 1999.
O Jndepeadt 29 Jan uarv 1999 Telegraph Magazine 26 June 1999.
Jndependent 21 November 1997.

Telegraph Maga.zme2o June 1999.

“Sunday Express 24 October 1999.
0 The substantive degrees awarded at that ceremon, were in the
School of Business and Economics and the School of Drama and
Music

“Matthew Fort Gva.rdian Weekend 26 June 1999.

‘Nicol”tte k nes Sundas Times ii July 1999.

ito very grateful to Dasrd and Francis Harvei for suppising me
with the press cuttings that pros ided the ra material for this
oration,
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was feeling quite pleased with myseLf until I mc’
Peter Sutherland! But I have to say, even should I
attain the headly delights of ten, I think this will
always he the one that means the most to me
It is a real honour to be back here under these
ircumstances, and frankly a shock a hock Lhat is
stared by certain Exeter friends of mine One sent
me a congratulat ry postcard a’su nc this s to
show the new g aduate that o i trake
something of your life yen if you spen three years
in ne Biack Horse nnomer suggesre it wouid be
more appropriate to give me an en
graved ashtray in the Devonshire
House coffee bar, Kind remarks such
as these echo in my ears
As I sat blankly staring at my office
wall wondering what to say to you
today, the prospect unnerved me.
Firstly, you are not all nine years old
though if I narrow my eyes at the
people at the back, you do look as
though you’ve come dressed as wiz
ards, which is comforting. I was also
ntimidated by the memory of the
distinguished scientist who spoke at
my own graduation on (if I remember
correctly) ethical choices in the medi
cal profession. It was a fascinating
lecture, but in all honesty it has not
proved of particular relevance to me in
subsequent life. So I have decided
against a speech on what to do when
you are stuck for a good name for a hippognif at
four o’clock in the morning, and decided instead to
speak about making mistakes, taking risks, and life,
three subjects very dear to my heart.
It is possible to reach the age of twentyone
without having made anything in the nature of a
life-altetlng mistake. Pass the examination and reap
the reward - such was the basic pattern of my life
between the ages of about twelve and twenty-two.
At my own graduation, and I hope that the same is
true of all of you, I had very httle experience of
personal failure or regret. I’m pleased to say I made
up for that almost the moment I left university.
If you judge the wrongness of a decision by the
degree of discomfornt it brings to its maker, I have
made some magnificently misguided choices since
leaving Exeter University. In fact, if I examine the
route I have taken on the way back to this hail, it is
littered with decisions that, judged by the happiness
or success they brought me at the time, were
entirely and wholly wrong. If I were able to meet
my twenty-two year old self now, I would be able
to warn her that relocating to Manchester for the
Exeter boyfriend would lead to nothing but a year
of misery; that however much she tried to convince
herself to the contrary, she would be a liability to

‘
“ .‘v’ ?V “ ‘ ba k

ar d warn myself agains noving to Manchester, or
taking the office job, or starting that very bad novel
The fact is that it was on the train from Manchester,
as we have heard, after a weekend’s fruitless
fiat-hunting that I had the idea for Harry Potter
irid for all I know I needed to be itt rig on an
e -crowded train i ed a r discouraged staring

o t I he vir dow at that part cular stretch of
s e ‘lery for ins ration o strike. I I hadn’t taker
t osc t jobs d n r ha c p ov” o ryse
hat I was emphatically not cut out for that hne no

would my typing speed have increased so
dramatically (it has proved useful). J he
abandoned novel, meanwhile, was as
necessary as all failed experiments. l
took me one step nearer to the expen
merit that succeeded. In fact, I have
learned that almost all mistakes I
exclude those involving loaded guns -

result in some gain.
In retrospect, I think that I had a

pronounced fear of failure, and certainly
a fear of taking risks, when I left
full-time education. I was afraid to risk
poverty and disillusionment and devote
myself wholeheartedly to the only ambi
tion I have ever had, to be a writer. I
was too busy looking sideways at my
friends, all of whom were devoting
themselves to the attainment of what I
saw as realistic goals, entering careers
which had a sort of purpose and struc
ture that novel-writing certainly does

not, Lacking confidence in my own abilitly, I took
the easier and more cowardly route of pretending to
want what other people wanted; and so I embarked
on a series of jobs at which I was never better than
mediocre, scribbling away during the lunch hours
and evenings and being as secretive as possible about
the one thing that was more important to me than
any other.
It was not until my well-publicised period of

poverty-stricken single motherhood that 1 finally got
up the courage to find out whether what I had
written was worth publishing. Judged by most
conventional standards, I had not made a great
success of my life at that point. I had a failed
marriage behind me, no job and no money. Yet,
difficult though that time was, it was strangely
liberating to have nothing much to lose in terms of
self-esteem. It is even possible that, had I been safely
settled in a lucrative day job, I would have wanted
to protect my ego much more than I did then.
Finally, I knew that I would have much more respect
for myself if I tried and failed than if I continued to
nurse ambitions without ever attempting to achieve
them. And the pity of it is that I needed to have
reached such a point before I was ready to take the
risk.
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Did ophocI et t Wrong’
14w’ry hnYieId

n autflv atT\’ Ytfld fly
XPiiiCI o6pf(a. &óv oàveì
CTF pcit OV tititOV I OV itpOcYKrl ILFVOV

kUL J1 U tcx aa4a p ‘lLol;
t&q,wv ojAo. s “?oii’ ‘pc

i5T[tL U kuco ivtaV OptatrpCiV

Kalirctoto itnou kuvfiaui a-rrjxqv (ivpuv
jtaioci 0pciixw b Jovo; trxi.
K dvnSyv I,tG0r yv
tprtoi ijiäct to & t(itto’to; 7tr’&3
itctikoi 3traitcpiiacxv ; jiaovp6J1ov.

In Sophocles’ Electra the Paidagogos or ‘Old Slave’
in disguise relates, primarily for Clytemnestra’s ben
efit, his elaborate fiction of Orestes’ violent death as
his own charioteer in a furious chariot race (taking up
83 famous thrill-packed lines, 680-763). The accident
that kills him seems on first examination to be
inexplicable, defying common sense, or else a case of
garbled transmission by copyists. Orestes’ four-horse
team and chariot are coming round, as was usual,
from the right, to turn sharp left around the the stone
end-pillar, atiAv (744), going into the last lap.
Sophocles clearly says that Orestes’ death while
negotiating this at top speed is his own fault, ‘loosing
his left-hand rein,’ Awv ijvt”av dprtrepxv (743),
apparently in a moment of uncharacteristic inatten
tion, that is, ?civOvra (744).1 He should have waited
until he had guided his chariot and team successfully
the full 180° to the left all the way around. The hub of
his left wheel strikes the pillar, shattering the ‘axle
box’, ovo iaci. rJ1j (745),2 and Orestes is
tangled in the reins of bolting horses and dragged on
for a distance, mortally hurt

The logical result, however, should be that the
whole team simply carries straight on (if only out of
sheer momentum), away from, and thus easily
missing, the turning post. The left wheel would not be
smashed and Orestes would not be thrown over the
chariot front rail (as at 746). So did Sophocles get it
wrong? Or is there some simple solution?

‘Literally, he, loosing, (Aov) the reins, unawares. strikes
(A.av0dvei, with particip1e

‘Axle box’ is a more accurate translation than the literal
axle in the centre’ here (see Lloyd-Jones, Loeb 1994, ad
bc.).

The question has been asked in the past by many
classical scholars without a resolution, as we shall
see After all, although Orestes’ mishap is purely
imaginary, Sophocles in Electra displays a vivid and
detailed knowledge of what must have been his
model, the chariot races of his own day, with all their
risk, danger and fatal spills.’ Before the field was later
limited by the installation of the customary ten
starting gates (probably first at Olympia in the fifth
century BC), the danger was increased by a dense
crowd of competing teams, as many as 48, all rushing
Out onto the track at the start.4 There were usually
seven laps requiring 12 hazardous turns (not 14, as
often assumed by scholars, since there was no turn
before the first lap and only one turn in the last lap).5
Estimates of the distance covered vary from nine to

‘A stiniLir real-life episode is attested by Pindar. Pyth.
5.46-51 m the 31st Pythian games of 462 BC: of 41 chariots
taking part, all crashed except for the winning team of
Arcesilaus of Cyrene. A literary precedent was the crashing
of the chariot of Eumelus son of Admetus in the funeral
games for Patroclus (II 23.391-7, 531-8) In another story
of the iliad (meant to reflect reality), Diomedes (23.457-68)
is seen by Idomeneus to lose his grip on the reins as he
fails to round the post with his team, and crashes.
Elsewhere in tragedy the quadriga of Peleides is described
in vivid detail (even rounding ‘the perilous turning post’) by
the chorus in Euripides’ l.A. (206-26), with Achilles aying
vainly to outrun it.

The later Roman hippodromes usually had 12 starting
gates (for 12 or, later. 24 teams of the competing
fàctiones).

Pindar in 01. 2,55 and 3.33 and Iyth 5 33 speaks of 12
laps, but most likely meant 12 ‘straightaways’ as he perhaps
meant ‘course’ (6p6ioç) in this sense. See P. Vigneron, Le
Cheval clans Pantiquitt grOca romaine (Nancy: 1968), 198
and n.7; also compare Crouwel [1 63 with notes 305-11

Orestes always drove tight at the corners
barely giazing the edge of the post with his wheel,
ioosmg his hold of the trace horse on Ins right
whil he hecked the nea horse

h his other laps th poor
young man and his horses had cone through safe
But this time he let go of the left rem
as the horse was turning. Unawares, he struck the edge
of the pillar and broke his axle in the centre.
He was himself thrown from the rails of the chariot
and tangled in the reins. As he fell, the horses
bolted wildly to the middle of the course.

Trans. D. Grene (Unix eisit of Chicago Press, 1957)Sophocies Electra 720-22, 741-8
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I stimates if t1 dis nce cow red vrs frot- mm
to 18 kilornerres,
mc rac wee prebaby w nts d b m its

a dir. c, a y e p dl the to
popular spectator sport of the Etme. Sophocles
seems to delight in thrilling his theatre audience
and creating suspense, much as Euripides
presumably wanted to do when, at nearly the
same extraordinary length (75 lines), he drama
tized Hippolytus’s fatal chariot dash in his
Hippolynis (1173 / 1248) To win a prize for
their play, my inaccuracy would be meticulously
avoided, as the skill in handling a quadriga
would presumably have been well known to
most t t mit tithe ic . S by ii v p e ire
that Sophocles made a mistake?
After all, the crash would most likely have had
an obvious and quite different cause, if Orestes
at that moment (while the left-hand trace horse
was still pulling hard) had instead slackened off on
the rzglit-hand rein as Sophocles says he had done
on the previous turns (120-2), His chariot would
then have been pulled too far left by the left-hand
outrigger, striking the heavy stone post. There is no
hint of this in the text. The solution suggested in
this paper, which argues for an ingenious element of
the construction of classical-era Greek racing chari
ots, previously unverified, appears to have been
arrived at, relatively recently, by experimental
archaeology, and confirmed by a contemporary
model chariot in the Vatican Museum.
Sophocles may well have deemed the truth of the
matter (mysterious to us) so obvious to his audi
ence, as part of their everyday knowledge, that there
was no need to explain it for them in his verse. It is
hardly sufficient to surmise (as many scholars have
done) that Orestes should have waited until he
rounded the turn before slacking off the left rein:
this is the mistake Sophocles imputes to Orestes and
by itself it explains nothing. We have to try to
understand what was happening in an actual Greek
chariot race to the same extent as his Athenian
audience.
This implies that there is possibly a simple

explanation, obvious to Sophocles’ audience but not
us, that would exonerate him. Just such an
explanation is proposed in this paper, by newly
examimng a promising technical solution, until
recently somewhat neglected, but well documented.
it derives from experiments carried out in France
from 1965 to 1977 by horseman and scholar Jean
Spruytte, who for the purpose built a series of
replicas of ancient chariots. Our prime interest here
is in his 1978 publication of the results of extensive

6 Spruytte carried out extensive field trials with
research-based, hand-tooled recoristructions of Egyptian,
Greek, Etniscan. Roman and Chinese chariots, and of
other ancient wheeled vehicles fully illustrated and
reported in his Etudes expeamenciles sur Iiutelage:
contribution a I’histoire du chcval (Paris, Editions Crépm
Leblond: 1977). There is an English version: J. Spruytte.
Early Harness Systems (tr. M, A. Littauer) (London:
1983).

field trials carried out with his painstaking recon
struction of a classic-era Greek racing quadnae,
illustrated here in Figurel. He used authentic
ancient coach-building tecimiques and materials,
and recruited horses of small stature matching
those presumed for the classical period.9 His find
ings will be summarised later, followed by discus
sion of how far they, with other evidence, can
resolve the questions we have been pursuing.
By way of preamble, we need to have a clear idea
of the unique method of harnessing the team of four
horses which we call a quadriga, in Greek e0piz
xov (sc. ?ipw) (Latin quadnaek10 imagined by
Sophocles to be driven by Orestes in a race in the
mythical past, but visualised (as was usual in
fifth-century art and drama) in the Greek-style
racing context of his own day. As as well known,

‘ J Spruytte. ‘1 ‘attelage sportif Ic quadrige de course’
Flariuis Oquestres (1978), 102. 418-24, Figs. 12-16 and
four photographs pp. 423-4. Driver in the thals was
usually a member of Spruytte’s family or one of his
associates in the experiments (Spruytte 1977 [n. 6],
‘Introduction’). Sputytte’s findings were commented on
nine years ago by J H. Crouwel, Chariots and Other
Wheeled Vehides in Iron Age Greece (Amsterdam’
1992), 65 and notes 321 and 322,

Figure 1: Spmytte 1978 [a. 7] 424.
The horses’ height was limited to 1 28m because in

classical racing the horses used were quite small,
resembling our typical pony (Crouwel En. 71, 24 and
notes 33-35).
° The Latin term was always in the piwal. The

quadrigae race was initiated at the 25th Olympiad m 680
B.C. (Pans. 5.8.7-8): it does not feature in the Homeric
epics (although hinted at). in which only two horses are
customaiy. The two-horse race (the synon’s), described in
Book 23 of the iliad. was run apparently for the first time
as late as the 93rd Olympiad in 408 B.C. (Pans. 5.8.10).

Elsewhere in tragedy the quadriqae of Peleides with a
yoked pair and two cc pcz46prn is described in vivid
detail (even rounding ‘the perilous turning posC) by the
chorus in Euripides’ IA. (206-26), with Achilles trying
vainly to outrun it.

Figure 1
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then m r’ tts h tens e owd be hrmls s iked
aL! lien fltLk rqjT a”-’ tr,eje noTe5

or nutnggers jtYEIpOh L7tTnV. 22) are in ffrct
tree running rim soked hut tethered on either side
with only a single rope or ‘trace’, ihich ran from the
outrigger’s chest-collar hack to the chariot body.
Where the traces were fastened is of prime impor
tance here because it is thought to be related to the
severe problem of centrifugal force on a sharp turn;
and will therefore be a cardinal point of this paper
fhe driver controlled each trace horse it depend

ently with its separate reins, each pair pass ig f om
the bit through a ‘terret ring’ on the yoke col at he
nearest pole horse and thence b
hands. There is lIttle evidence for straps ornectrng
the outriggers to the central pole F orses all tha
prevented them from swingirg outwards was the
tautness of the reins as they passed through the terret
rings to the driver’s hands,’ Neither were they likely
to swing inwards, disrupting the team’s efforts as
each yoked horse usually had protective metal studs
on the outside of its girth strap.’4 With a firm tug on
the left-hand trace horse’s rein and applying a goad,
icdvtpov, like a whip, the charioteer could command
him (only stallions were used) to pull diagonally off
to the left, helping to turn the team more swiftly than
could be done by the two pole horses alone. He
needed to accomplish this successfully all of twelve
times to win a race, perhaps following Nestor s
advice to hs son Antilochos in the Iliad (23.322-3),
‘the crafty charioteer keeps his eye always on the
turning post and wheels close by it’; and again at
23.344-5: ‘If you take the shortest turn at the post,
there is no other who will overtake you [on the
outside] by a sudden spurt, much less pass you’.
Sophocles’ audience would no doubt have been
familiar with these daunting requirements.
Orestes in the Electra does in fact negotiate this Figuic 2

manoeuvre successfully each time for sly laps (720 -

22), correctly reining in hard on the left-hand
trace-horse rein and just grazing the pillar on each
turn (ptttir eI iyiyc, 721). Then, on the
straight, he loosens the reins of the nht-hand trace

Also encountered is iuapl’lopo: Viciio, a horse which
draws by the side of the regular pair (Ii i6.471, 474).
always Doric sapdopo. in the Tragedians: itnpiopia (‘ii) in
the plural. side traces’ (1! 8.87, 16152). Also often
oip&o. (Soph. El 722) or oE1paopo. (sc. Thiw) [Ionic
øeipll-] (Aesch. Ag. 842. Eur. IA. 223). or xap&oEipo
(Pollux. Eustathius): Latin. funaics. flinani.

‘ Crouwel [7] 45 and n. 186 in some very eally
fifth-century vase paintings, the octpa1oi arc loosely linked
to their respective pole horses by bridle reins, not attested
again until the fourth century BC (Daremberg & Sagiio.
Dictionnaire des antiqllites 1900 Vol. 3, 1640)

Presumably these kept its accompanying trace horse
from bumping against it (Crouwel [n.7] 45 with notes 188
and 189, illustiated by Plates 11.1 and 13.1).
‘ The ancient Greek “whip” (kcntron “goad” II. 23.387)

appears to have been a long pliant rod with a double point
at the end, indispensable to charioteers as eithei a whip or
more often (as shown on pottery) a simple goad.

‘2l-2 unich ;hu repeatejis
arc t” the ‘bt,iUe n n,oc .4f! pursuers por ir

SJdenis at the h-rd .ss p’,r:t ‘. the
anead of r.)reste, me charnt m’ilide and ali the
harots n the race are wrecked (24-30 except
Orestes’ and the Athenian competitor’s These two
manage to carry on, avoiding the carnage and
commencing a reckless duel (735-42). They speed neck
and neck for lap after lap, until Sophocles has Orestes,
presumably on the last turn, mistakenlr or nadverr
entlv (the central question asked in this paper) relax
his leti’harid trace horse rein Clirü ‘.t3,,

Kells, in his highly regarded 1973 commentary on
the text, accepts that Orestes made a mistake,° but
does not try to blame a copyist’s error for the
ambiguity. A. C. Pearson in the apparatus thticus of
his Oxford text notes that ixeieci n’iwv ‘then loosing’
the lefthand rein (743) is ‘suspected by many’. He cites
Toepfer’s suggested emendation itetw ‘rcivikv (‘then
reining in’), ‘ without commitment. (Lloyd-Jones’s
1990 Oxford text curiously omits any mention of all
this.) Jehh in his epochal 1907 commentary seems to

‘6 Although Sophocles is here recounting a fictitious race
(probably his own invention), a similar episode is attested
by Pindiir Fyth. 5.46-53 in the 31st Pythian games of 462
BC: of 41 chariots taking part, all crashed except for the
winning team of Arcesilaus of Cyienc (Crouwel [n. 7j 64
with notes 314-1 7). A literary precedent was the ciashing of
the chanor of Eumelus son of Admetus in the funeral games
for Patroclus (Ii 23.391-7, 531-8). For cortoborative
evidence of the frequency and nature of crashes, see M. B.
Moore. ‘The Death of Pcdasos’, .4j4 8o (1982) 578-81,

J. H. Kdlls (ed.) Sophocles Electra (1973) 43ff
A Homeric usage of tav&o (e g. IL 23.324 when

Nestor instructs Antilochus).
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Lit ri w c1 ( rn t do
op e ov s p1
or’ Erst avice tn -ntoochu n the flJ’i(
‘Lean tn your sturdy chariot a little to the left lat the
rnimj then spur and encourage with your ozce
while giving the nght hard horse reift but in ake 1. e
left-hand horse hug the pillar closely, so that the
nave of the well-made wheel may seem to touch the
edge of it, but mind not to strike the stone, lest you
lame your horses and crash your chariot Nestor’s
advice in arty case cannot strictly apply to Orestes
n L ectra as An ochus was not driving a 1 u
norse team hut the usuai Homeric racing chanot a
higae, drawn by only to yoked horses with no
uucriggers.2
Kamerbeck n 19 4 offered ‘urious expianatio

of how the chariot hits the post when as he puts it,
Orestes ‘slackens too soon’ the left-hand rein of the
left trace horse: ‘the horse swerves to the right, the
chariot to the left’: This is hard to understand
unless Kamerbeek had in mind Jebb’s long-accepted
judgment in his commentary of 1907: ‘He was
turning sharply round the goal from right to left,
and was therefore pulling the rein of the left-hand
trace horse. He slackened this rein a moment too
soon, thus letting the horse draw with more force.
The effect was to create an angular velocity (my
ttalics), which brought the left wheel into collision
with the goal’.2: In other words, he blames the pull
of the left-hand trace horse ds being decis ye.
Unfortunately his theory (probably not based on
practical experimentation) is based on a fundamen
tal error, for he assumes (in his AppcndL, 215-17)
that all four horses in the Electra passsage are yoked
tightly together, which is not the case at all.
The simulated experiments by Spruytte (already

mentioned) which I now describe may give us a
reliable answer to the questions left unanswered by
earlier scholars.2 The challenge was to discover
precisely how and where the traces of the seirapho
roi were attached to the ‘body’ of the chariot. We
have no Greek evidence from any sources. As
Spruytte was soon to find out by experimentation,
their position can affect the all-important stability of
the chariot, which not surprisingly is always threat
ened by the factor of centrifugal force on the
hazardous 180° turn. His driver, upright as was the
ancient custom, had to keep a precarious foothold

Sir Richard C, Jebb (ed) Sophocles the Plays and
Fragments, Part Vi, The Electra (1907) 215
‘ Crnuwel [n. 7] 65 n. 324. As noted by W. Leaf and

M. A. Bayfield (eds) OMHFOI’ IAMZ The Iliad of
Homer 2 Vols (1895-Q8 repr. 1956) Appendix D, 624-2 7.
trace horses are rare in Homer and then only for the
occasional tnpae, as that of Patroclus at II 16,1481,

2 3. C. Kamerbeek (ed), The Plays of Sophocles.
onzmentthes V. The Electra (1974), ad 743-45.

22 Jebbln 191 216, ad 743
Crouwel, one of the few to recognise Spruytte’s

achievement, has commented [n. 7] 65 ‘ESpruytte hasi
produced a solution based on independent and differential
attachment of the traces and use of the long goad as
auxiliary directional control to put the inner outhgger to
the left at the turn.’

-i_’
L “,,, _.

,_,..,,,_

o at it’ c h n ft di ult
It in it d rg in v i

sO ,gitrav as r- t turr (Figure 1 dius rates a
rapid turn to the left), escn ieanina to the lett and
pulling stronglY on the left-hand raLe-hnrse rein,
Sp ayttc dr ver found himself in danger o tipping
over to the right as tt c left wheel lifted well above the
ground.
Spruytte had begun his research by examining a

variety of chariot and trace-horse harnessing portray
als on so ne 52 examples of Greek vase paintings and
other a of tfc s xth and f Itt c nturies BC, elected
for their apparent accuracy (Most of such chariot-
team paintings, found on some 4,000 of the known

0,000 or so Greek sases
so a catalogued are sketchy or

conver tional with io attempt
at fine detaii.)Y On most of

attached to
the frame

iii
the chariot
body but

passed through
a loop suspended

high on the front or
side rail of the chariot,2

Thence they passed down either inside the chark’t
body, as shown in the example in Figure 2,28 as less
commonly portrayed in Figure 3,29 one outrigger
trace after leaving the ring passes downwards outside
the body Where they were attached has never been

-“ Fifth-cenruiy chariots were apparently fitted with
halishoes into which the charioteer wedged his feet. as
Hippolytus does when starting his dash (Eur. Hip. 1189,
ap[tuAnLocw)
25 ‘Le toumer iapide a gauche: action dii bncoflier gauche
[left-band outrzggez] dont Ic trait teridu maintierit Ic
vthicule sur sa trajectoire.’ (Spruytte 1978 [n.7] 424
(photograph caption to Plate 37(c).)
6 See M. B. Moore ‘The West Frieze of the Siphnian

Treasury: A New Reconstruction’ BCH 109 (1985)131-56
at 138-40 with notes 33 & 36.

Spmytte 1978 [n.7j 422f. Crouwel [n.7] 44 and notes
180-83, Well illustrated by Crouwel’s Fig I. detail from the
Attic black-figure volute-krate.r by Kicitias and Ergotimos,
the so-called Francois vase, from near Chiusi (ABV 76
no.1).

28 Figure 2: Detail of Attic black-figure hydria by Psiax,
horn Vuici (Berlin, Staarliche Museen 1897; ABV 293 no.
8). Drawing (detail) from Ciouwel [n 71 Plate 13.1

Figure 3: Spruytte 1978 [n.7] Figure 11. Detail of Attic
black-figure amphora fragment by the Amasis Painter from
Selinus (Palermo, Museo Archeologico Nazionale: ABV
151 no. 19). Drawing from Crouwel [n 7] Plate 12.1,

the selected pottery exam
ples he found that the

two outrigger
traces were not

Figure 3
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known for certain, as pictures on known Greek
vases do not show such detail.’°
Archaeological findings give us no clue.3 The
probable, ideal points of attachment were deduced
only following Spruytte’s repeated field trials, each
time trying a different combination Of those
tested, the one most effective for rounding the post
was that illustrated in Figure 4,32 which shows
Spruytte’s replica chariot from the rear,” The trace
(doubled here and not single)” of the left-hand
outrigger is here brought diagonally to the right side
of his reconstructed chariot and fastened to the axle
through a hole in the lattice-work floor. Then, as
the left-hand trace horse, urged with the goad, arced
wide off to the left, Spruytte’s driver found that the
strong pull kept the left side of the chariot down

30 An early attempt to address such problems was made
by M. B Moore, ‘Horses on Black-Figure Vases of the
Archaic Period: ca. 620480 B.C.’ (Diss., New York
University. 1971).
31 In the 22 years since Spruytte published his findings

(admittedly in an equestrian journal) only Crouwel [n. 7]
and Moore [notes 16 (1983) and 26 (1985)] have
highlighted the potential significance of the rope rings.
That the traces quite extraordinarily passed through such
a limp ring and were (seemingly) attached nowhere
aroused so little curiosity, although visible on many vases
including those cited by Spruytte, is surprising.
32 Figure 4’ Spruytte 1978 [a 7] 422 Fig. 15.
‘ Acknowledged as the correct solution by Crouwel

[n.7], 44. ‘Experiments (by Spruytte 1978 [n,7] 422f.) have
shown that in actual chariots the traces must nave been
attached to the axle. or perhaps more likely, to the rear
floor bar.’
34 Spruytte does not explain in his reports why he used
double traces instead of only a single trace for each horse,
as shown on all the vases Crouwel [n.7], 44 (with PIs
10:2, 13’1 and n 182) explains that when two strands are
shown, one is the trace proper, the other a short stral4
coming from the chariot body, the two being joined by a
toggle, ‘presumably for rapid release of the outrigger if the
horse should fall.’

close t the gr ,und, counteract
ng th— centridigal k,rce ias n
F-rrur I) .ind with no d4n2e

venom rig he right
s e tirre driver fri md

a c ad s a id well back
the ax e (as in fact we see on
nearly all chariots in art of the
time), to counteract the unset
thng downward pull exerted by
the left trace horse which sen
ously upset the balance of the
chariot.
The right-hand trace, however,
to improve the traction, de
ianded a diffe ent solution be
cause in Spruytte s words (my
translation), If the right-hand
trace is attached in the same
way, the right hand horse must
absolutely not pull diagonally to
the right [on the turns], but
continue parallel with the pole-

horses; and having less ground to cover, he need riot
pull at all; in fact the effect of doing so would be to
increase the centrifugal force and endanger a
capsize.’ Spruytte concluded that the righthand
trace should be fixed instead to the rear riqht-hand
bottom corner of the chariot body (as on the pottery
fragment, Figure 3). The left-hand trace remained
fixed to the axle through the floor as before He
found that this arrangement avoided the risk of
capsize, but that there was both another risk and a
benefit: ‘if the right-hand trace horse is stimulated to
pull hard straight ahead, this accelerated the
rotation of the vehicle to the left on the turns’.’
This was a benefit until just before the left-hand
outrigger arced sharply left, but disastrous when, as
on his last turn, Orestes loosened his left-hand trace
horse’s rein too soon.
Our conclusion, therefore, must be that Sophocles

got it right after all. Orestes probably did make the
mistake described in the Electra.
Spruytte’s experimental evidence suggests that

Sophocles was correct (and there was no copyist’s
error) in saying that Orestes caused the accident by
loosing too soon his left-hand trace-horse rein,
perhaps readily realised by the theatre audience.
We can even go a step further and surmise that in

a!] likelihood, guided by depictions on some 35
contemporary vases (e.g Figs 2 & 3)37 and Spruytte’s
meticulous experiments, the fastening of the traces
as devised in Figure 4 was such an effective cure
for the centrifugal-force danger on the tums that it
was adopted for the quadnae by most if not all of
the Greek racing fraternity by the fifth century BC.
The presence on so many Greek vases of loops on
the chariot rail, through which the traces pass back

Crouwel [n.71 65 and a. 32, Eurip3des in
Hippolytus’s race mentions arbulae (pfldAatotv 1189)
which were fittings on the chariot floor which held the
driver’s feet firmly in place.
‘6Spruytte 1978 [n.7J 423.
‘ See notes 28 and 29 above.
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am i nv’ard w ‘w se’ ured u a ftwnc aumert
ri iMi
Ti c. t v e ider rita: r dinc s ‘tie’

Kr an otd a ar as
Fe Er d r ‘t I a eP II ic
Etrur a and arIy Rome are v ci kno vi Rae g
chariots in Etrura anu the Ronan Republic were
nearly identical in construction ith those in
Greece. and the races were of the same number of
laps and conaucted in the same style.’ it s perhaps
there bre, not surprising that metal bars for attach
hg u rigg iran s e bce f d und i’ a e
on a bronze m del of trusc r ian e he at
fifth century Ed tn the altman macurn I agure
The details ierc tilutrated and described a centurs
ago haL1aremberg arid Saglio, iho sere ,onvinced
that the bars erc Fm finng qziadnaetraces:

Fox authintic Roman tacing char ots (very I gut and
similar to those o classical Greecel see M. Eu ikelmami,
Die Retcr Rums’ Die anrike Rci’kunsi im
arehäoio,g:schcn Eperdnent. 2 Vois. Anhang I, Zur
Konstruktion rOmisciwr Rennwàgeii (MainzarnRhein:
von Zabcni: 1992), 2l722O “- Abe, 138. For Elruscan
racing chariots, see J. Spruytte Haggiogamento degli
equrni nd mondo antico Aspetti tecnici generali m

ri iozti ( d) (am h Guar a Pnnc ;i [A us hi’
G’uaiogu de fr 11cm in a Vi erbo, 24 Mai 199” 3.
Grnna,o 199R( 997) 6912.

Darembeig and Saglio n 13] Vol 3, 164 [-42 and
Figures 2221 and 2224. who thought the model was
poSSibly a temple votary. On pent renlaiquet an char
etrusque conserve an Vatican, tie citaque core di Ia caisse
audescus di 1essieu, des banes destinies a attacher les
halts’ (1641).

“ CLC !Y XYTEJ1 JR Tf! Th405.
A

om ornmen Qn rin lQrn article in Ptqu 43

:,‘
1w. ffl3&

Bliss was it in that dawn to be alive (especially to Hoopern F acids) and was regularly around the
survivors of the Blitz) but to be young was very place at any time between 1944 and 1956, when he
Heaven: though official folk-memory tends to got a harrow-wheehng job at W.H, Smith in
forget the fact, or to suggest otherwise. Sidmouth; later Jackson Knight managed to get

Some details: C,B. Armstrong had a Dartmoor him a job with the Publishers Association. He
dred, I think, some time in the 1980s. Oddly, I

parish before moving over to Clyst St George, I
think in 1945 Henry Chalk was at Exeter from had completely forgotten Marjorie West, and I

1948 (he arnved at the same time as Fred Clayton) don’t think she had occasion to come to many of

to 1950, Miss )epree ( tot Duprej arrived I ti ink it my classes (attractive/conventionally pretty stu

Sept. 1944, married and left with Donald Southgate dents were comparatively rare and would not be

in or around 1Q55. easily forgotten). The oddly-named Olive Rabbits
was quite a character,...

Group photograph: not the full department, either
staff or student [perhaps it’s just the finalists? - The Guild had no large-scale office, but [G .V.M.]

FDH]: neither Armstrong nor Pat Depree is Heap once complained that whenever one came
into the front hall at Gandy Street, the studentspresent, nor, among the students, the ubiquitous seemed to be holding an election.ewiqer-Studcnt Peter Phelan, though the latter may

have been away on National Service - from which, The local branch of the Classical Association did
however, he seemed to get an enormous amount of continue to meet in wartime: it was meeting all the
leave. He was an Exeter resident (his mother lived time, and if Jackson Knight was in on anything
in one of the streets between Howell Road and there was sure to be some student participation.

Figure 5
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flu ntcrvicw with Rick Fhc
(C di niviIy)

I Duncan owitt-fl3w’hll
i

How did you get started in Classics ?

Well that goes back a long way ñink like quite a
lot of people I or ginally got a Jnated by the
Greek rryths and stoies, and s I wane to see
ho I could find ott more about them. I wanted,
therefore to learn Latin and Greek at school and it
simply camed on from there. As I have gone on
over the years my basic interests have changed as I
am now more interested in social history rather than
mythology I went to a school where they taught
very good Latin and Greek but l soon became
interested more in history rather than the literature
So I think it’s a fairly simple story of how I initially
got involved with Classics.

What interests do you have that lie outside of
the field of Classics ?

I’m quite interested in sport and 1 watch a certain
amount on television, especially the rugby, I play a
certain amount of golf when I can and I also enjoy
walking in the countryside and going on nice
holidays.

As a professor in the School of History and
Archaeology at Cardiff University, what sort of
involvement do you have with archaeology ?

We run a complicated set of degree programmes
which involve a certain amount of integrated
degrees both with the archaeologists and particu
larly with Medieval History, so we have regular
meetings and discussions with the archaeologists. I
am not a field archaeologist myself but I use quite a
lot of archaeological material in my work and I
have recently been involved in a joint project with a
Greek archaeologist at Cardiff to start investigation
into variations of settlement and housing patterns in

different Greek regions over quite a long period of
time Through this project we will see an increasing
amount o colla oraion w th he rchaeo gists an
a joir conferenc thi ttcr c in fi mont’i
time.

You have many major works to your name:
Sla very in Classical Greece, Social Values in
Classical Athens and Hybris to name but a few.
Which of these was the most enjoyable to work
on and why?

A long project like the Hybns book, which was my
thesis that was re-written and then published, was
both the most annoying and frustrating because it
took so long, yet the most pleasurable to have
finished and released in order to see what response
it got. The SIa very book, on the other hand, was a
much shorter book that formed part of a series that
was aimed at undergraduates. I got this book done
in pretty quick time by my standards and it was
very pleasurable to have a very small specific project
that I could work on and reach a reasonably
satisfactory result and get it published within a two-
year period. I think that with anything you do there
are moments when you find it frustrating or difficult
or you wish you hadn’t started it or that you’re
never going to finish it and you get fed up, and
there are other times when you’re work goes really
well and jou enjoy it a lot.

How did you develop an interest in aspects of
violence in ancient social history?

A large part of my writing has been concerned with
violence and seriously insulting behaviour. it
doesn’t reflect a deep need in me but it’s more
something that I’m flying to understand and it’s
also something that I partly came across by accident

as well. I started off wanting to
work on comedy and Anstophanes
when I finished my undergraduate
degree and started doing postgradu
ate work, and then I thought that
perhaps 1 needed to look more at
the society and other sources for the
society - iawcourt speeches and the
law - and see what insight you get
into society from the way they
frame laws about it. Then the follow
from that may have come out of
some work on Aristophanes that I
was interested in, the conflict of
generations and the violence be
tween parents and children. So then
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e laws o the

u tiw
is and larges ook, Hvbr
Was violence more acceptable in Classical
Athens than it is today?

it was very much expected that good citizens
would be prepared to fight for their country,
whether in a professional or citizen army People
who weren t ich enough o fight a teavy
nfantrymen serv d in other ay they roy ed in
lie ships or ugi is ugh air ted roops I hi was
very impo tant o it of be rg a ood citize and

proving you elf o be a trar hat you sf0 d up to
aanger and facea battle So mere was a very trong
expectation that everybody would be face to face
with serious violence at some point in their life and
might well end up dead.

Has your subject specialisation affected your
own personalityt What sort of impact has it
had on your life?

I don’t really know, it’s quite a hard question to
answer and I haven’t thought about it that much. I
don’t think 1 have an interest in violence because
I’m a violent person - I’m extremely non-violent and
fortunately I live a life that doesn’t bring me into
contact with violence. I also like investigating
aspects of more peaceable social interaction, such as
banquets, drinking parties and dinner parties and so
on - and I certainly enjoy those in real life! I think
one works on topics that one finds interesting and
there isn’t necessarily any connection between the
subject and the individual.

How do you view the future of Classics ?

The major change, which was happening when I
was still a student, is the decline in the study of
Greek and Latin in schools and the terrific switch
of emphasis in teaching at universities. There are
still people who do Latin and Greek at places like
Exeter but there are many universities, like my
own, where there are virtually no people coming in
with previous knowledge of Latin or Greek, and we
offer them the chance to learn it, but undergraduate
courses are now teaching Ancient History and
Classical Studies through English translations. This
has been the major change and, in many ways, it’s

been very advantageous in that the changes at A
Level too mean that many more people are now
studying the ancient world. So I think in that
respect there has never been so much interest in the
ancient world.

What advice would you give to any Classicists
wanting to go into academia?

I think that people should do what they like doing
best and enjoy it, I believe that people should pursue
subjects that really interest them and get the most
out of doing.

If there was a text that you wished had survived
from the ancient world or that you would like
to see discovered now, what would it be and
why?

That’s one of those questions that you are well
aware of and wished you had given more thought
to! I don’t think that this is really the most serious
answer I could give, if I had more time I’m sure I
could give you other ones that would be much more
useful. What I’ve been working on recently is a
speech that Aeschines made to prosecute an enemy
named Demarchus, who is allied with Demo
sthenes. We have the prosecution speech and we
know the result, but it would be nice to have the
defence speech and see how these rather ridiculous
charges were actually answered. That would give
me a lot of pleasure at the moment, but as I say, I
don’t think that’s necessarily the answer I would
give in another year.
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1flH
LLL
Many recent productions of classic drama exhibit a
tendency towards re-corncxtuai7aflon, In other
words it ias become corur on t remov play
from iei tradit h1stori al o patia s”tnr gs
and elocate them ir differe it surrounding, with
the intention (one presumes) of stimulating a greater
range of responses and re-examIning the meaning of
the drama. Some of these attempts meitably, are
more successful than others. 1 his reviewer has seen
The Duchess ofMalfi relocated to a Soho nightclub;
a production of Twelfth Night set against a
backdrop of the Irish potato famine; a dubious
rock-and-roll musical version of Hedda GableL . .and
now, Euripides’ tragedy Alcestis presented by the;
students of Exeter’s Classics department in the guise
of burlesque satyr-drama. A radical project, this, but
by no means perverse; for even in antiquity there,
was some confusion as to the precise nature or
genre of Alcesti.
The playwrights who competed at the festvai of

Dionysus each year were required to offer a
tetralogy of plays, usually consisting of three
tragedies followed by one satyr-play. Euripides’
tetralogy in 438 B.C., which won him second place,
consisted of Cretan Women. Alcmaeon in Psaphis,
Telephus and Alcestis. Since Alcestis has no chorus
of satyrs, it is clearly not a satyr-play. But the fact
that it was the fourth play in its seE confused
Aristophanes of Byzantium, who wrote the intro
duction (hypothesis) to the play three centuries later.
His opinion was that the AIcesti—the only surviv
ing play of the four—was ‘quite like a satyr-play
(acniptic&nrpov)’ on account of its ‘rather comical
denouement (icwuicwtpav x€i. tiv icciwa’rpov)’,
But there are a

number of reasons
for questioning
the value of Aris
tophanes’ evi
dence. in the first
place, the text of
his hypothesis is
demonstrably cor
rupt: it includes
factually incorrect
information about
other plays, as
well as the state
ment that the
‘happy ending’ of
the Alcestis has
more in common
with comedy (<fl>
kctt pñ?ov ice
lIwtmac xo-

area). Not
ony do a
number of
traf,edies hay
set. m n g I ‘‘
happy’ end
ings, hut it is
impossible for
a play to be
both comic
and satyric!
More impor
tant, though,
is another fact
which Aris
tophanes
seems not to
have realized.
The arrange-

merit of three tragedies plus one satyr-play was not
invariable but subject to occasional alteration, as
early as the mid-fifth century. For instance, Aristias’
satyr-play Wrestlers was the third in its group in 467
B.C., and Pratinas exhibited fifty plays of which
thirty-two were satyric.
Despite these problems, Aristophanes of Byzan

tium continues to influence readings of the Aicestis.
‘Jo-day, the play is often labelled ‘pro-satync’, a title
implying that its genre is mixed, somewhere be
tween tragedy and satyr But nevertheless, the
events of the plot are strikingly tragic, as a brief
glance will show.
The scene is Pherae, in Thessaly. Apollo offers

king Admetus the chance to escape death if he can
find another willing to die in his place; Adme
tus’ wife Alcestis is the only volunteer. He
accepts, and Alcestis presently dies, throwing
the household into misery and confusion. Amid
the obsequies arrives Heracles; oblivious to the
lamentation which is going on around him, he
prevails on Admetus to entertain him and
proceeds to get embarrassingly drunk. When
Heracles realizes his mistake, he undertakes to
bring Alcestis back from the dead, and thus
Admetus and his wife are re-united.
The theme of inebriation did, in fact, figure in
the satyr-ic genre (as we can see from Cyclops
and the fragments of other satyr-plays), but
otherwise the familiar elements of tragedy are
present: the violation of normal philia-relation
ships among close kin: distortion of marriage
and funerary ritual; the ambiguous moral posi
tion of the principal characters; death, suffering
and lamentation, Even with Alcestis restored to
life in the final scene, it is scarcely ‘a laugh a

PLYFU1 TREDY:
ll7eid,zi reviews the eprtment1 production ol

Euripides 1cehs (Queen s l3uilding, 3rd-5th flTy 2000)



But, under directors Arlene Allan and Eleanor
OKell, this tragedy was transformed—no ‘pro
satyric’ middle ground here, but un
equivocal, full-blown satyr-drama.
Euripides’ chorus of old men of Pherae
was replaced by a cavorting thiasos of
ithyphaffic satyrs, the motifs of sex
(even incest!), food and feasting were
given exaggerated prominence through
out, and the English translation was
adapted in such a way as to make it
explicitly funny—in the words of the
directors, they have ‘endeavoured to
make this play comic with modern
sensibilities in mind, without distorting
the onginal text beyond what it will
bear.’ Perhaps Allan and OKell had in
mind Demetrius’ description of the sa
tyric genre as ‘playftal tragedy (tpcry
Wt&a xarocci)’.

Visually as well as conceptually the
production was extremely stylish, with
sets and costume clearly based on a# nouveau and
Aubrey Beardsley’s sensuous interpretation of Clas
sicism. It is a matter for regret that the aesthetic
ideals of the designers were not more closely
matched by their available budget; still, the limited

res urcc of t e th dIre ‘ieee ted o Eli

ihe aring aS jt a urufc’rmiy good
s d4 ilan d Kefl ther “ivc
da i ‘ed tf iii, os, s ort i in tens
phaflo; which had been constructed, as ai
else, with painstaking attention to detail.
James Milieu and Victoria Penn, as the
doomed couple, combined pathos and
pusillanimity to great effect. John St Do
minic was a delightfully menacing Death,
re-appearing later in a different costume as
Adinetus aged father Pheres, The versatile
Altx Peeryman ft led not on but three
roles (Apollo, Servant and infant Son of
Aicestis). Particularly noteworthy was the
hilarious performance of AlisLait Christie
as a swaggenng, Tarzan like Heracles, as

an inebriate he was utterly convincing, and his
character was the greatest source of humour in the
drama.

But I remain unconvinced that Alcestic as

conceived by Euripides, offers much in the way of
amusement. The result was ultimately, and—I
think, inevitably—a jarring mixture of tones. How
ever (lest I seem to be disparaging), this was no

rock-and-roll Hedda Gablez but an intel
lectually ambitious production from two
Greek drama specialists with real vision,
which turned out to be more thought-
provoking than almost anything of its kind
that I have seen. It demonstrated just how
far one could legitimately go, without
violating artistic integrity or taste, in the
interpretation of a Greek play. I look
forward to seeing what the same directors
will bring to their next project, which
promises to be Lucian’s Satirical Sketches.

Meidias’ is a part-time teacher of Cas
sics and one-time Organist to the
Clerkes of St Giles,

minute’.
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From 20-23 March 2000,
the Department was proud
to host a conference, ‘Myth,
History and Performance in
Republican Rome: a Cci
ebration of the work of T.P.
Wiseman, locally known as
‘The Wisemanlest’ This
was an extremely affable
occasion on which the Urn
versity welcomed many
scholars, the majority of
them international, who
know, love and work with
Peter. All members of the
Department were present at
various stages, some
throughout. Notably lack
ing was the cut-throat un
dercurrent of many confer
ences; the sparring of rivals
was put aside as part of the
good feeling generated by
this celebration.

The programme began on
the afternoon of Monday
March 20th with Michael
Crawford from UCL on
‘Land and People in Republican Italy’, and contin
ued that evening with an urbanely-delivered and
rich art-histoncal presentation from Mario Torch
(Perugia) entitled ‘Le megalografle deli’ oecus della
villa di Boscoreale: programma iconographico e
programma politico’. The following day, Nicholas
Purcell (Oxford), Tim Cornell (Manchester). Elaine
Fantham (Princeton) and Edward Champlin (Princ
eton) held forth on various topics both historical
and dramatic, including Coriolanus and Agamem
non (Cornell and Champlin), the creation of
Roman history, and Pacuvius (Purcell and Fan
tham). In the evening we were intrigued by
Frances Cairns on ‘Catullus - in and about
Bithynia’. The 22nd saw Susan Treggiari (Stan
ford) on ‘Ancestral Virtues and Vices’, James
Zetzel (Columbia) on ‘Plato with Pillows’, a
virtuoso performance in legal advocate style from
Erich Gruen entitled ‘Cleopatra in Rome: Facts
and Fantasies’, and Karl Galinsky’s ‘Drama in the
Aeneid which provoked animated discussion. On
the final day, Tony Woodman gave a lecture
entitled ‘Celebrare Clio: Poets and Historians’,
followed after coffee by plenary discussion.

Reviewed by Emma ee

The Conference Dinner was a splendid occasion,
at which Elaine Fantham delivered the oration, to
which Peter responded graciously. Anne (whom he
described with the phrase ‘sine qua - just simply -

non’) was presented with flowers by members of the
Department, and a splendid cake, made by the
multi-accomplished Lynette Mitchell, was cut. The
conference was timed to co-incide (roughly!) with
Peter’s 60th Birthday, and everyone agrees that its
high point was Peter’s verbal memoirs, delivered
impromptu at the closing plenary session, with
customary modesty and humour. If 60 proved for
Peter a milestone from which to look back, we are
sure that it will prove for the scholarly world a
milestone which marks the beginning of a new
epoch in the productive career of T.P. Wiseman,
one which will generate further quirky gems of
scholarship.

The proceedings of the conference will become a
book entitled ‘Myth, History and Performance in
Republican Rome: Studies in Honour of T.P.
Wiseman (University of Exeter Press), edited by
Braund, Gee and Gill.
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Dear Auntie
I used to think I war in control If a date wanted
macho well that was me strong, dominant dnd
muscular But if sensitive and caring was requ ed
well, I could adapt, show a less bulky profile
But I’m getting so tired of all the changes. Why
should I keep trying to be what others want all the
time7 I’m starting to think I’ve always seen girls as
the enemy in some way. Is there just one shape that
all girls want? Do you think I should just be me
and feel secure in my own body? It’s got so bad I
don’t know what my ‘real’ body is any more,
There’s another problem..
The changes in me are happening MOL andiitore
WONTkNo’Jcw

I feel out of coitrol a lot of the
In focL i feel distincfly odd

1)onourb1e ffTention goes to ?L Weaver, a
1st year student in Ancient History from
whose letter we offer the following extract:

Dear Agony Aunt,
I am Alevander III, King of Macedon, son of Zeus
and heir-apparent of Ares, who makes a funeral
pyre of the world. But for all my heavenly brillance,
I have a rather unfortunate problem. You see, I
cannot seem to father an heir. I don’t know if it’s
me or my wife, either way it’s like trying to sire an
heir with the Gedrosian desert. It is very embarass
ing, and very dangerous - if my Macedonians were
to find out that I had no arrows in my quiver, as it
were, there would be an uproar. I mean, would
Zeus be King of the Gods if his lightning bolt
starting firing blanks?

The problem you are having is that your wife’s
needs are coming second to your all-consuming lust
for conquest. In short, you are spending more time
in Bucephalus’ saddle than in your wife’s bed. Talk
to her, tell her about your conquests. Tell her how
many Armenian widows you killed by incarcerating
them in sarcophagi ftill of snakes.... Spend time
with her, make her feel needed, and above all,
flatter her.... If this fails,. I advise you to secretly
adopt a baby son and pass if off as your own. For if
you die without having an heir, then your gaggle of
generals will fight over your conquests like vultures
over a corpse.,... Love, Auntie.

4/ “ 4’

Jhewnr ri
Wlrntb body to Do?

our tt r to Ftunt Coripet tio

Ow’ flrt Prize goes to KIlT. a 3rd
year student in Philosophy

See?

at the (‘OMENT, \ette,
wrtJr t

Yours transmorificationally,
Proreus

Dear Proteus,
To be frank I’ve al
ways found it to be
quite repugnant this
obsession men have
with the shape of
their bodies.
If I had my way all
men would keep to a
standardised Hel
vetica. As our maga
zine’s production
manager keeps in
sisting, you can’t go
far wrong with Hel
vetica, Why, at least
on earth, should you
need anything more
fancy?

Dear Alexander HI, King of Macedon, son of Zeus
and heir-apparent of Ares, who makes a funeral
pyre of the world,
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